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GEO. W. CAMPBELL, Jr.,

PEARY NEARLY READY.

THE TELEPHOHES.

HIS ARCTIC SHIP RECEIVING LAftT
TOUCHES AND IS A

ACTIVITY SHOWN BY NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE CO., IN CAS-

DESIGN FOR HER

Prop.

MODEl^1
WORK.

Com.

Peary—Probably Strongest Type
Polar Navigator and Explorer—

Has Confidence in the Attainment of Goal.

VARIED VIEWS ABOUT THE MERRICONEAG.
the most potent attractions of the
Merrinoneag House is its
superb location. Visitors never tire of the outlook on islands and ocean.
Rocky, surf-bound shores as well as bathing beaches are within easy reach.
The anchorage for yachts is excellent, and
and
are chief
One of

pastimes. Season 1905—June
application.

I

Boating

to October

1.

Fishing

Floor Plan and Rates

on

The most momentous chapter lu
the history of scientific and geogrsphical research is about to be enacted.
Far up in the eternal Ice-fields beyo®d
the Arctic circle, in that vast solitude
known to him better by reason of experience than to any living man on
the globe today, the indomitable Peary
will mukr his supreme effort to cross
the seemingly impassable two hundred
and sixty miles, beyond which human
foot has never trodden or human ey*»
seen, and at last step on the
very
crown of the earth, that central point
of 3.000,000 square miles
which remains as blank in our knowledge as
the surface of Mars today.
Of the attempt now to be made by
Commander Peary to benefit science,
to give prestige to these United States
and honor to the state of Maine, his
native state, and to himself, undoubtedly. credit for the greatest achievement possible in exploration (though
of this last he has no thought beyond
nis pergonal satisfaction in
accomplishing the dream of years); the descriptive pamphlet recently issued by the
I Peary Arctic Club says in part:
"During some four hundred years
attempts to solve the secrets of the
polar regions and attain the Pole have
enlisted the efforts of the most enlightened and vigorous nations of the
earth.
Inaugurated, and during the greater
portion of that time carried on.
by^
the spirit of commercial enterprise,"
the later incentive in these efforts has
been scientific investigation
and
a
spirit of international.emulation.
this
During
i>eriod commercial products of a total value .of 1700.000,
y► havf
»**«•■ T>waffled from theTTrctu
region's; such illustrious names as

^

stylish young fellow—one of OUR customers—
to us the other
day :
"My friends ask me where I have my clothes made.
When I tell them that I get them at Ira F. Clark & Co.,
ready i
Said

made, they
label."

a

seem

inclined

to

doubt it until

I

show them the

When it

The

comes to

Big

prices,

we can save

you about

Store With Small Profits.

26, 28 Monument Sq.,

PORTLAND, M-E.

Tolman, Bradford Furniture Co.,
17 and 17 1-2 Preble St.

Weather

Souvenir Post Cards
Will be Unequalled in Portland.
Fine

Scenery,
NOTK

Stationery,

—

Colored

Prints

of

Maine

and Souvenir Novelties.
Near

well-appointed

our Middle Street entrance will be found
desk for the use of visitors.

WILLIAM W. ROBERTS CO.,
STATIONERS.

233 Middle

St.,

PORTLAND.

ME.

on
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Hat Been Most
Here This Season.

Delightful

A large amount of transient
business Is being done at the
Merriconeag
House an<l undoubtedly, the amount of
early travel in the bay is considerably
increased Judging from the appearance
of the register.
Mr. H. M. Fairbanks,
special agent for the New England Telephone and Telegraph company
1*
the house, while looking
stopping at
over the
local condition preparatory
to the establishment of a regular telephone exchange here, Mr. Fairbanks
is a man of
genial personality
fend
I is winning a large amount of
contract business for the company.
He
will probably remain sometime
here.

Mr. F. H. Wilson of Brunswick and
Mr. A. H.
Baxter of Bath were down
to the Merriconeag Friday automobilIng. Mr. Wilson is a frequent visitor
here every summer.
He ha* a large
drug store In Brunswick.

New and Second-Hand Furniture, Antique Coode of all
kinds bought and sold. Also Auctioneers and Appraisers.

Our Line Of

tangible returns
to
geoscience, to physics, but for

BLE EARLY TRAVEL.

Dealers in

THIS SEASON AS USUAL

to

TRANSIENT GUESTS REGISTERING SHOW CONSIDERA-

one-

Ira F. Clark & Co.

a

and
its direct

MANY

satisfactory

yout tailor's bill.

on

persistently urged
encouraged the work, not only for
and

MERRICONEAG HOUSE.

or

get your money.
half

consistently

(Continued

any one else. They are identical in cloth, tailoring,
and
trimmings,
style. As to fit—we'll leave that to you or
friends.
your
and
Bring back any garment not
you,

Peabody

and many others have been
intimately
associated with
the
and
efforts;
scientific data of the highest importance has been added to the sum total
of human knowledge.
Kngland has

graphy,

This gentleman's friends could see no difference between his garments and those made
by the best tailors. Neither
can

Franklin, Parry. Grinnell,

j

iSouth

Mr. and Mrs. James Brodie of Brooklyn, New York, who have been
here
for the past six seasons
regularly, will
arrive as usual about the first of July.
It may
also be noted that many new
people are booked this season, making
their first trip to the house.
Rf>c«>nt kiimi* mKiitrrpd at the Mer-

rtconeajc Honae are: Mr. and
Mr*.
I H. A. Sqnlbb*. Rocheater, N. Y.; O. C.
Smith and
Mia* Smith, Philadelphia.
Pa.: Mr. and Mm. Jamea K. Cochran.
Di'itTfr. Colo.; Hamuel L. Perry, New
Mr. and Mr*. (Jeoric<» K. B**n'
York:
and family, Smlthtown. N. Y.; Mr. and
Mr*. Oodfrey tinnther, Irvlngton.
N.
Mm. C#odfrey Onnther. IrrlDfton, S. J:
T.
A.
I>e*peatix. Rninawlck;
H. M. N.
Kalrbanka.
C. H. Thompson.
C. f.
Ubhj, W. T. Emorwn, Portland; Edward T.
Ml**
Flllebrown. Boston;
i Rrnwn. Portland ;
Ml** Maion. H. F.
Kelley. Anhurn; J. H. Dunham. Portland: P. H. Wilson. Brnnawkk: R. H.
Baxter. Bath.
fltinday wan a "bin day" at the
houae and the way the lar** dlnlnfc
room wa* crowded win a rant Ion. The
cry wan "still they come"; but everyone wa* Anally nenred with one of the
l M err Icon can Honae'a moot
excellent
ahore dinner*, which are aald to he
the beat In the Bay.
Miasma L Blanche
and
Oatchell
C. Bdna Robert* were among the Sanday visitors to the hoaw.

GEO.

Great and Little
Chebeague and Long
Island May Get Cable*.
A

Telephone Exchange
lished at Harpswell

to

be

Harl»or

a

local

telephone

on

exchange,
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HI6H SCHOOL EXERCISES.

W.

CAMPBELL, Jr.. Prop.

i

Open June

the Bay.
the upto-date resort hotel in
room has a clear
every respect.
Every
view of the
ocean—-adjacent to the steamboat landing. Private boat landing and tloat, for the
accommodation of guests,
within 100 teet of the veranda.
beach and dressing
Bathing,
rooms at the foot of the lawn.

Bathing, Boating and Fishing, Tennis, etc.
Plenty of Amusement and Recreation. Dining

Room seats 100.

Rates

/
application.
GEORGE W. CAMPBELL, Jr." ^

on

South Harpswell, Maine.

PRICES
That's what

we are

COUNT!
going

prices below give you

SCHOLARS.

Energetic Graduating

October 1

1 to

Thoroughly modern and the Popular House of
Furnishings and service are in strict accordance with

CHEBEAGUE WILL HAVE AN INTERESTING PROGRAM BY
Small but

Harpswell, Me.

,

Estab-

list the town in the telephone book, and give opportunity for
each business man or resident to have
a telephone of his own.—the
only satisfactory service and far cheaper to
the consumer than the
public telephone system now in use. The plan
will give all day and all night and all
day Sunday service*; will
do
away
with the toll how paid to get a connection between the different sections of

(Continued

House

at Once.

It is with pleasure the
Breeze announces today that the different sections of Casco Bay are all to be connected in the near
future, either, with
central stations
already established in
Portland or elsewhere, or to have centrals of their own.
Part of this work
is to be done this season
provided of
course no difficulty arises from lack of
local support to the project, which
seems an
almost impossible contingency in these days when every farseeing resident or summer resident
realizes to the full extent the positive
necessity that the telephone now is
to us all at one time
or another. Even
the plain,
everyday farmer or fisherman can now use the
telephone at a
rate reasonable
enough to save its
yearly cost in time and money that
would have to be otherwise
spent if
this convenience were not at hand.
The present activity is shown in the
presence of the special agent of the
New England Company, Mr. H. M.
Fairbanks, at South Harpswell. where
he makes his headquarters at
present,
while looking over the ground
preparato
tory
submitting a plan of the roads,
etc.. and places to be reached
by cable
in order to give to
Harpswell Neck.
Bailey and Orr's Islands and Cundy's
which will

PRICE FIVE" CENTS/

I
I

Merriconeag

CO BAY.

Indomitable Spirit of Scientific Investigation Seems Likely to Solve
the Polar Secret.

of

I MTKRKIi am ItiQMi
l< U*Hkli. M4TTKK.

offering

for

an

to

prove

to

The

you.

idea of what

we

are

bargains.

Class.

The graduating class at the Cheleague High School this year numbers a few scholars only; but their
push and* progress are noticeable in
the arrangement of
an
interesting

Is an OAK
as sold for

SIDEBOARD,

with a bevel plate mirror, such

$16.50, to be sold for

SI2.66

program of exercises in which every

graduating scholar has a part.
The
students are all in special course work
ami have received more excellent In-

struction from the fact of their small
number than can be obtained in many
a large city High School.
The school
Is said to rank extremely well in the
schools of the State.
The programs
which are Just from the press are neat
and attractive and contain the order
of exercises given below.

Is

an

anc! Couch

IRON

Cover,

FRAME COUCH with Mattress. Bolsters,
such as sold for $9.50, to be
sold for S7.50 complete

NO.
Is

a

3

MORRIS CHAIR, oak frame with fine cushions,
$7.75, to be
sold for S6.45

such as sold for

"Esse non Videri."

(Graduating Exercises
of the

Class of 1905
Chebeague High School

the
Methodist Church
Wednesday evening. June 28,1905.
7.30 o'clock.
at

PROGRAM.
Music

Prayer

Salutatory,
Class

Music

Georgia Townly Hamilton

History,

Class Oration.

to be sold for SI.75

TERMS CASH.

R.

S.

Music

Poem.
Ignore Esther Bennett
Address to Undergraduate*.
Dora Esther Llttlefleld

Prophecy,

IxhiUo Evelyn Hamilton
John Franklin Hill
Valedictory.
MuhIc
Conferring of Diplomas
Music

Cor.

MACKEREL APPEAR.
FIRST CATCH TAKEN OFF HALFWAV
ROCK AMOUNTING TO
1.000 POUNDS.
Quick Market Right Mere in Caaco Bay.
The
taken off the
first mackerel
Maine coast this year were brought to
the local markets last Saturday,
the
fish having been caught In drag nets
off Half-Way
Rock near Cod
ledge.
night. About four hundred
Friday
i>ounds were landed at Chebeague Isother
land. some at Orr's Island and
points. The appearance of the mackIn
erel this year la surprisingly early
comparison with other seasons and the
Ash are beauties.

Exchange

ALTERATION OF STEAMBOAT
TIME.
HARPSWELL

3TEAMBOAT

COM.

PANY WILL RUN FOUR ROUND
TRIP9 ONLY.
How the

Change May

CO.,

HOMEFURNISHERS,

SOLE AGENTS FOR H0USEH0L0 RANGES.

Benediction.

On the last page of the program appears the Class Roll of which Ooorgla
T. Hamilton Is president. Carlton
M.
Llttlefleld, rice pre* I dent and John F.
Hill, secretary and treasurer.

DAVIS

COMPLETE

Ruth Lillian Hamilton

Carlton Manning Llttlefleld

Class

ALL FEATHER PILLOWS, such as sold for $2.25,

Effect Business.

With the now time table In effect
next Monday the convenience or Inconvenience of the new schedule
an
compared with the old will be partialThe trips are to
ly demonstrated.
*lre equal service apparently to alt
with
some
landing* this year and
slight changes will be as adaptable as
any schedule It s^ems possible to devise
The Bailey Island people are
somewhat put out over the prospect
of their usual bugbear, the time consumed In going our of their way
to
Orr's Island and the ten minute wait
there, on the second morning trip,
and second afternoon trip, when
the
boat, they think, ahould touch at one
of the Bailey Island landings on the
This
baek.
way
however, would
probably be impossible unless some
other landing were cut out on these
trips, the only available one as far as
now seen, being Jenk'a, at Great Che-

and Federal Sts.
F. E. HASKELL, Pres.

system. thin landing; could be dropped
on many- trip* and extra
Bailey Inland
service Riven.
Cliff Inland re>oices in
continuous service
this summer for
the flrnt time and
duly appreciates It.
In fact, the extension
of the
extra
trip* to this Island are only to he attributed to the extra running time
provided by dropping the fifth round
trip
during the day. so that each steamer

now makes two instead
of two and
one-half round
trips. The new arrangement. will be
found on page
eight of this pa|»er. though It docs not
go into effect until next
Monday, the

if,lb.

Gem

Theatre.

The opening

<»f the (Jem Theatre.
Monday evening with Mrs. Dane's De
fense was a success from the
point of
view of excellency of the performance
and scenic production and also from
the
large aftendance. Next week,
Jim. The Penman
will be presented
The model Island playhouse Is
looking
as coxy as usual.

Cape Theatre.
Secret Service at the Cape Theatre
Is proving a sufficiently
strong attraction to draw the large attendance that
was predicted at this
opening week's
beague, where comparatively little performance. W. H. Pascoe
plays
travel goes. No dcpbt by a signal ] Captain Thorn
admirably.

mong the Inlands of Casco Bay.
At
Hutchinson. They
went to
Mere mouth has been spending a few days
on
present she is
Point by the steamer Maquolt
actively engaged
and
with her old school-mate and friend,
her publication The "Fulfillment" for
the town; will give free service to
were met by Mr. Wilson's launch
and
Mrs. Clarence H. Lunt, at Lawn View
which she has hundreds of subscrib- conveyed to North Harpswell.
subscribers to sny point In the
exwhere cottage.
Mrs. Lunt's
Miss
sister.
this section
of the country.
the time was pleasantly spent
change, and also, give quick and satis- ers in
until
Roberts is also visiting her.
factory connection by toll lines to any During the months of July and Augu- Monday. Visits were paid
to the
Mr. Irving M. Hamilton of Soath
will assist
In the summer
Kellogic place and also to Harpswell
point in the telephone system; so that st she
schools, which are being conducted a- Centre. One of the curios seen was Harpswell spent last week with Mr.
to talk from your own home to Portand Mrs. Stephen Bennett, returning
the old "pinkie" boat about 35
She bemong the Rocky Mountains.
land. Boston. Gloucester. New York or
feet
to prepare for the season's
in
the
classes
of
ing
advanced
In
which
Is
charge
is
the
length,
within
common
Chicago
entirely
being repaired by Saturdaysword
fishing in which nearly
The Breeze is
conveniences of the service. The ex- ' in metaphysics.
hap- a Harpswell party and will be put in- work at
all active fishermen will now be ento commission this summer.
py to announce that Mrs. Brown will
change will cost $12,000 or more to
She is
gaged until the last of the summer.
contribute several special articles for
60 years old and had not been In
establish though this may reach
a
the
Some of the early gardens are lookit during the coming season.
water for 35 years.
much higher figure as the difficulties
New sails
and
other slight repairs will make her as
ing finely. Mr. W. J. Curit has peas
of the work are apparent.
Mr. Pairtwo feet high and in fine bloom.
as new. so well
banks
is
good
were the old
receiving hearty support
Ready for Tourists.
from the leading business men
Miss Mary Lynch of Boston is here
style boats built in those days.
and
last
The
Roblnhood
Inn opened
residents he has so far interviewed. It
at her cottage at the east end.
Her
week
the
for
season
with
everything
is conditional tbat at least 100 subcottage was let last season, but it is
about
the
order
and
in
house
grounds
scribers must be obtained In order to
understood she will remain here this
for the care
and comfort of Its patassure the company that there is no
summer and occupy it.
The beautiful lawns and shrubrons.
doubt of a local Interest in the matPart of the furnishings for the new
the Inn are more than
bery around
ter. though an exchange might be esPinkham cottage arrived last week
ever
this
of
the
all.
Sevyear
delight
tablished with less, and
thtse
suband the owners expect to occupy it
eral guests
have registered already
scribers will have the telephone with
In a few days. At present Mrs. Pinkin
and
several
from
July
large
parties
"unl.mitt'd calls" at the rate of $1.50
A POEM.
ham is at her home in Newton. Mass.,
New
York
and
are
due
Philadelphia
per month or $18.00 per annum, signwhile her daughter. Miss Hart. Is
for an extended visit.
The house uning a year's contract to start with,
at the Island View cottage
boarding
I
der
dedicated
Miss
to
(Respectfully
Massev's
our
careful
bemanagewhich may thereafter be renewed on
here.
loved
ment
is
assured
of
a
most
successful
teacher.)
a yearly
or
summer
season
basis.
Mr. and Mrs. George Sweetser of
There is little doubt that more than season_
Lonely and sad we are dreaming.
Wakefield arrived Thursday for the
the hundred subscribers will be
obDreaming of schoolmates, no« season at their
pretty cottage at the
Mrs. Florence Ballou Poole ami Emtained. In fact some are already seekgone;
ing Mr. Pairbanks to tender their or- melin D. Howell who are summering Craving for fresh air and sunshine. Bast End near Hamilton Villa, this
"
being their second summer at their
der for
the
'phone.'* The com- at Mrs. Poole's delightful villa at Little
Dreaming of mother and home. new cottage here.
Harbor were over to South Harpswell
pany is just at present in the humor
Mr. Charles A. Hamilton and family
to *i**nd its money in
extending the Thursday afternoon, seeing the points Weary and worn we are sitting
of Rumford Falls, who were called to
of interest at that place, returning on
On an old. hard wooden bench.
Casco Bay service, though it is apparthe island by the death of their mother
At ten on Littlefleld's landing—
the evening boat.
ent that at flrst the subscriptions can
are stopping for a few days at Mr. and
Now we receive recompense.
hardly pay expenses probably, and the
Mrs. Frank B. Bigelow of Lewiston.
actual revenue must come from tolls
Mrs. Albert Grannell's.
Me., arrived here on the island Wed- After a
day of hard study.
and the future increase of business
Mr. and Mrs. Willard P. Hamilton
nesday evening last to spend the sumAfter
a
long sleepless night.
which is sure to come.
mer months at her cottage at Little
and family are visiting their brother,
the
In
morning we come to the school- Mr. Martin Hamilton.
At Great and Liitle Chebeague ami
Harbor.
She will be Joined later by
Mr. Hamilton
room
]<ong Islands the service may be put
is principal of the Caribou. Me.. High
her daughter. Miss Katherine. and
With faces all shining and bright.
through very soon and probably by the also her husband.
school. He was a Chebeague boy and
name route as the Breeze has
visits the island every year.
already
Then when the "Cicero's" over
Miss Llna
Sinnett
and
Frank
bv
across
cable,
Mr. and Mrs.
supiK>sed—namely
Clarence
Burt
of
After
the
in
were
Algebra
Portland
Doughty
class.
Thursday
Hussev's Sound from Peaks to Long,
Springfield. Mass.. spent last week at
Just a few moments of pleasure.
afternoon last.
then by a short cable to Little
and
the Island View cottage.
Out in the tall green grass.
Harry L. Snow, the insurance agent
Cireat Chebeague.
It is unsettled at
uusmess is Dooming at the Cleaves
of Portland, and Chester L. Johnson
present whether the attempt will
be
Along comes a fine double wagon,
bakery. Mr. R. H. Cleaves now manuof that city were here on the island
made to give these islands a local ex•'Alpha" is on the front seat;
tactures his own ice cream and has eschange and the regular subscribers' for a short visit Wednesday evening
We implore him to give us a ride.
tablished an enviable reputation for
and
last,
were
the
registered
at
Ocean
at
system
once, or
to put in public
We feel it would be such a treat.
its excellency.
He will build a 10
View
hotel.
returned
to
Portfor
They
a while.
telephones
It is to be
foot addition to his ice house for use
land
Over
the
Thursday
road
morning.
we are carried
earnestly desired that the exchange
in the ice cream business at once.
Charles H. Graffam of Lewiston was
system can be given as soon as the
By Alpha's horse "Rosa" so brisk.
Mr. and Mrs. Mathes of Orlando,
The
cables are laid.. It ma> be said that
here on a business trip one day last
passing of time is unnoticed.
Fla.. who are visitiug in Portland,
the New England Telephone
We forget that we run a
Company week.
great
Me., are s|»ending a few days with
intends to give and is furthering the
risk.
Walter D. Crafts has commenced
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Hamilton.
work of giving the telephone accomwork on his hath.house at Mackerel
For we fear if the bell should
Miss Holbrook of Peaks Island was
modation to the whole
cease
Casco
Bay Cove. The house will be divided into
ringing
at Island View cottage a few
District as soon as it can possibly be four
days
compartments, each room being
we
Before
get back to our place,
brought altoui. One thing which is 3 x
last week. A party of six young ladies
ZVt feet. They are to .be for the
A severe reprimand would be
given are booked at this house to arrive
working against the immediate laying exclusive use of the suests with the
And then 'round the pole we would
of the Long Island cable is the comsoon.
exception of one- which will be let to
race.
paratively i»oor return the company is private parties. This will All a long
The first catch of mackerel
was
getting from the Peak's Island cable. felt want especially in this
landed here Saturday morning.
We leave the cool, comfortable carThe
locality.
This, it is hoped, will increase very
fish were beauties being taken in
drag
Charles Clary and George Crafts
riage
considerably this year. It is however, were in
nets by Charles and William Ricker
An«l fly o'er the hot.
Portland Friday morning, leavdusty road. off Cod ledge
quite probable, that I<ong Island and
Friday night. A. R. LitWe at length reach the
schoolroom in tlefleld
Chebeague would be productive of ing here on the morning boat.
bought the entire lot, 400 lbs.
terror.
Mr.
and Mrs. A. V. Hathaway of
more revenue for the
for
of
his island trade.
outlay
money
On our minds a terrible load.
by the company than is Peak's Island Mechanic Falls. Me., arrived here the
The wharf repairs which were
first of last week and will spend the
sadly
and it is this probability that will
A terrible silence then
needed have been completed by the
follows;
hasten the laying of the Hussey's summer months at their cottage at
We tremble and
shake
in
our
Harpsweli
Steamboat
Company. They
the East End. They have been of the
Sound cable.
shoes;
included considerable new planking
summer colony for several years
past.
And then
in those long-dreaded
and
acrailing.
The York cottage at the East End
cents—
Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Ridge and
which was recently
"Miss H.. have you any excuse''
purchased
by
family moved
down for the summer
Charles B. Dalton of Portland, is to
last Saturday.
BAILEY ISLAND HOUSE THROWS
have several alterations and improve- A negative answer is given.
VUr. ;yid Mrs.
And then for breaking the
ments made on It at once, after which
OPEN ITS
DOORS FOR THE
fE. A. Ballard and famrule.
We are sentenced—Oh!
ily of Philadelphia arrived yesterday.
it will be offered for rent.
punishment,
SUMMER.
awful—
Mr. Ray T. Webber of Beverly has
The steam yacht, Philomena. owned
To stay half an hour after school.
been engaged
as clerk
at the Hill
Geo. F. West of the HarpsOvercrowded at the Start With Sun- by Pres.
Crest this season.
He is an experiwell Steamboat
Co.. dropped anchor "So great loss without
some slight
day's Excursionists to the Island.
enced hotel clerk and will prove
in Mackerel
Cove last Sunday mornpopugain:"
lar at the house.
Mr. Webber is exThe Ocean View Hotel at
for Portland in the late
Bailey ing leaving
And a wee
smile
comes
over
l»ected
afternoon.
Island opened last Sunday and
Saturday.
was
our faces.
overtaxed by the transient business on
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Davis of WoodFor at least from this escapade we've
Its first day open
this
season.
N. J..
are registered
Mr.
bury.
at the
learned
Crafts, the proprietor, however, had Ocean View Hotel for an extended soThat
"circumstances
do alter
partially anticipated the extraordinary journ.
cases."
early summer business and was able
Charles
P. Valll of the American
to provide one of his most
attractive
Chebeague Inland. June 14. *05.
Steel Wire Co.. which la a branch of
menus with hardly a hitch in the serthe I'nited
(After 3.30 p. m.)
State Steel Corporation,
vice, though the "repeaters" on who is
summering here on the Island
steamed lobster, etc., bade fair to run
A True Anecdote of the
The above was inspired
was in Portland
Butterfly.
by an anecMonday for a day's
out the supply and did in fact
before
dote of last
week at the High School,
outing.
While
Hitting in my window several
the service in the dining room was
when the
who
Mrs. I*ydia A. Bickford of
has. It Is
weeks ago reading one of the popular
over.
The new ladies parlor was niceLewiston. said. been principal, the
allowing
is in charge of the kitchen
morning re- magazines I noted, with some
surdely fitted up and decorated for the occa- Me.,
cess to be a variable
one as to time,
partment
at the Ocean View Hotel
prise. the persistency with which
sion and the verandas
which
have
gave a slight punishment
for tardithis season.
three
large
black-and-yellow colored
been widened this year, were occupied
ness. on the part of some of the girls,
butterflies hovered about my window,
J. Baron
Douglas of Philadelphia in coming in after the
by comfortable arm chairs.
About
recess.
It
is
in
now and then lighting on the veranda.
on the Island
forty transients were registered for arrived here
Tuesday this connection that the quotation Afier a half hour
had passed and the
and registered
at the Ocean
dinner. The following
View "Circumstances alter cases." is
menu
was
given; insects showed no disposition to
Hotel for an extended sojourn.
deserved:
as thlg particular
the
teacher
day
saw
out and attempted
part I went
to
Mrs.
of Lewlston
fit to allow only a short time for
Tracy
with
a
drive them away,
Soup
but without avail:
a party
of lady friends arrived here
rest and on being asked the
morning
Msck Bisque
Clam Chowder on the
th«-n I began to hunt for the cause of
evening boat Tuesday
reason by one of the girls
for a
Fish
quoted the thHr strange movements. Finally I
short visit at her cottage.
above "old saw" which
or
Casco Bay I»bsters, Boiled White fl»h
may
found lodged In the caselng of
may
the
The
delightful weather of Sunday not have been quite satisfactory to window a small
Baited Stuffed Sharl
Keg-Sauce
the
butterfly and of
the tardy ones,
last
was ideal
who
for
a
sail
down
had
Boiled
alor*;
evidently same species as the others; using my
the Islands of the Bay and on the arbeen enticed away for a ride
Maine Fowl. Ham
Knife blade
(against
I freed the little fellow,
rival of the noon boat over
their
on
the
will?)
supposition that
Roasts
fifty tourwhich seemed
to be caught in some
ists were counted
school
would
not
commence until the
landing. Many of
Beef, Ijimb, Mint Sauce
manner, and it Immediately spread Its
the party arrolled over the island
usual
timo
had
elapsed.
to
En trees
winits: but had not flown many feet
Macaroni and Cheese. Peach Fritters And a secluded spot, where they could
before one of the larger seized It and
partake of their basket lunch, ^rhlle
Passed Beyond.
all flew away together and were seen
Vegetables
Corn, Boiled and Mashed Potatoes, others were the guests of friends here.
no more.
Th#» sudden and unexpected death
The Ocean
View
entertained
over
Sliced Tomatoes
of Mrs. D. O. Hamilton, aged 57
F. L. B
years,
twenty.
Relishes
was a sad occurrence of last
week.
The
James (I. Stetson has added an adOlives, Cucumbers
deceased was a woman of t>igh characUr. and Mrs. F. B. Mandevllle of
dition to his randy counter and re-var- ter and
Pastry and Dessert
enjojed the warm friendship •»40 Hroad street. Newark, N. J., have
Apple and Mince Pie, Queen's Pud- nished the interior of his stor«. Sev- of all her large circle of
arrived and opened their villa for the
relatives And
eral other
•
improvement* have been neighbors on the Island and In other
ding. Ice Cream
iummer.
They are to remain as usual
made all of which add greatly to the
Tea
parts of New
Coffee
Kngland. The
for tke whole season and have the
handling of his Increasing patronage. ment was In the family kit at the Inter- distinction
this year of being practlcCheMrs. Starrrand daughter of Spencer. l»*ague cemetery ami the funeral was
.illy the first cottagers In the vicinity
are
at their cottage the "Tide*"
Mass..
largely attended, aming those present of the colony to move down, though
on .vfalden
from out of town being two
I.an«- having arrived
Sat*ome others have made short trips
brothers.
Washington and R. W. Weeks of Hearurday last.
previously during May and June.
sarge, N. If., and a son. Charles
The "Kva and Mildred" Capt. Chan.
A.
Mr. and Mrs. J. (}. Bridge of Boston
York left Tuesdsy mornlnx to Ire and HaaSUotf <>f Kiaford Kalis. Heslde were at their
cottage at the colony
Ihw relative* who mourn
after loading will nail awajr for tbeir
her
loss
The
over
Sunday.
colony dining
there Is an only slater. Mrs.
first, sword fishing trip.
Alfred K.
Spring Term Closes June 30.
room will open Sunday and most of
Hamilton.
The
W<*eks
Mrs.
family wer*» the cottagers will arrive previous to
Cram of Portland, who
Is natives of North
District school No. 14 here on the
Conway, N. If., but or about that date.
to
manage the
Seaside and
inland wiil clow for the spring
Cot- the two sisters
term
have resided at Chethe
romln* n^wn arrived t«-aguf for
Friday, June 30, after a session of nine i*gr
The I)r. E. A. Austin's of Boston are
many years.
Mrs. Hamilhere
last
and
weeks.
Ifr busy
The
Saturday
attendance ha«
t>een
h« r>- at their Ash Cove cottage for the
ton was a member of the
Methodist
the
house
In
most saMftfartorjr considering that sev- jrettlnx
readiness
present season. I>r. Austin has been
church of this place.
for the
eral of the children hare been out with
entertaining of the Hummer
down for a short trip and
will
be
tourist*.
the meanh** and chlcken-po*.
whlrh
here about July flrst for the aummer.
A large party of I>orchester
people
was prevalent
R H. Woodman Ik to make several
until about two week*
were down to fllll Crest orer
Arthur Palmer, the hustling Booth
Batnr
ago.
Mr Kd'car Bailey ha* been
in
addition*
to hla cottaRe on Maiden
day and ttunday. most of thorn being and West Harpswell grocer has Just
l.*ne amonx which will be aQ addition
charge of the grammar and high class
former summer boarders at. that
received a large consignment of the
es. while Ml** Margaret Black has at- of one or more rooms and also an exhotel.
Among them were Mr. and Reputation chocolates for early sumtended
to the
tension to the piazza.
primary department
The lumber Is Mrs. C. V R»jifi and Mr Walter C.
Theae are considered A 1
mer trade.
Both of the teachers have labored zealnow on
the around* and Contractor Rogers. who have sp*nt
goods and are faat sellers.
summany
ously to make the seaeon productive of (*harlea 8. Thorns* will start at once mers here.
The death of Mra. E. H. Oay of Auresults.
Closing eterciee* will.
no
upon the work.
The Rev. John Hutchinson's of Ar- burn. who has t»een severely 111 at her
doubt be given on the lam day of
the
T. H. Knight of Portland wss on the
lington. N. J., arrived on*the Island cottage here the past six weeks, octerm to which the parents of the
puInland Wednesday In the Interest
of Friday and have opened their
hospit- curred Saturday morning laat. Mra.
pils will be Invited to attend.
his Arm.
able cottage' Bide a-Wee" at the
Car was a summer resident of South
east
end near the Bay View House.
Charles
I^eeman was In Portland
The Harpswell for some years, but has
Hutchlnsons are fine entertainers and been in failing health for the past two
Greatly Missed This Summer.
Wednesday on bualnes*.
always hare many rlsHs from Maine seasons. The Interment waa at AuwellGrace M. Brown, the
Mrs.
friends each season.
burn. Me.
NORTH HARPSWCLL.
known authoress of Denver, Colorado,
Mr. Antoine Porticos, Instructor of
Mr. and Mra. Jordan White have reIce
ber
Bern
two
with
daughters.
who.
Mr. Bmery O. Wilson entertained a
French at the Portland
tamed to Llaboa Falls to remain until
and Ffunlce. was at the 'Tip Top" cot- few Portland friends last
High
school,
at
8anday
has arrived at Wlndermera
to
tage last season, will be unable
hla houae here. The party consisted the
colony for July 1, after which they will be at
seaaon.
Harpswell for the rest of the aummer.
visit Baileys Island this summer much
THE TELEPHONES.

THe Ocean View Hotel

BAILEY island, me.
WALTER D. CRAFTS* Prop. <Sl
Manager*

Chebeague L

The Ocean View

as Its name Indicates
commands a wide sweeping view
and the shores of Bailey Island.
situated being
only three minutes walk of either steamuoat andBeautifully
the fine sand beach at the
head of the famous Mackerel Cove.

of the ocean

The most commanding site in Casco
Bay.
I,arge spacious
room,
accommodating 100 persons. Thirty pleasant sleeping rooms. dining
Our table is
the peer of
in

the Bay. An addition to the front of the
any
hotel has been
built giving chance for a ten foot veranda
and also an enlargement to the
ladies parlor, which has been refurnished and
piano installed. We have also
our own private bath house at
Mackerel Cove Beach for the exclusive use of
guests. If you arc looking for an ideal summer
place write us at once for par
ticulars. Rates $2.0rt and 12.50 per
day. Weekly on application. Mail collected at the hotel twice a day. Long distance
telephone.
Trad* at

L. M. YORK'S

Bailey
Grocery
We

vou

Island

Market I

aid

always

want

have what
and ate a»
stacked as

completely
any city store.

Try

u»

your next otder. \V«
will deliver goods to
the amount of &joo or
over
at
your n»arett
Meamlvoat landing or at
your door if y:u have a
'ocal express.
I'rompt
service and satisfaction
Guaranteed. Kor Kresh
mc«ii ana rroxisions
howl. Game, etc. we -re »ure to pl«*ase
Ktuits and Garden
yo-i
1'ioduce. Cigars and Tobacco. Cijars
the box a specialty.
We also cany llaHwar-. l'aints and l»y
(Hk Coal and Wood. Hardwood for
fires a specially.
open
I>ry Goods. Boots. Shoes and Rubber Goods. Delivery trams visit
all
parts of Bailey Island. Public
Ttlephone Kxc'.»an,;e. Fine house lots, for sale in l>est loaii«M
f n

CHARLES S. THOMAS

l
'Carpenter and Builder
1 Bailey's Island, Me.

OCEAN VIEW HOTEL.

building and repairing.

to the regret

Island

of ber many admirers

a-

of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Shay lor.
and child and Mr. and Mr*. M.

Jr..
C.

Miss I*.

Blanche Oatchell of Moa-

(Cootlaiod

mi ptfl

I.)

cheerfully given

■•rAir.iw

GROCERIES
Fishing Tackle

on

all

supervision.

W. S. JORDAN & CO.

South HarpsweD

Bailey

Estimates

All work under my personal

kinds of

Portland

in

PROVISIONS

—

Anchors

Oars
Cordage
Dories
Skiffs
St. Lawrence River Skiffs

Oiled Clothing
Punts
Row Boats

Motor Launches

ROB1NHOOD INN,

BAILEY ISLAND.
Miss J. E. Missey, Prop.

The

moot

dfllihtfal

and exclusive i|*»t 011 tbr
the rant end In fall vte«r of the
Beautiful pine grove* anl w*lk« aroun.l the
hnn««. The h»u*e ■■ modern In
every respect—toilet*,
hath, and ntweriK#. Term*. MOO to 911.00
per
week.
Circular* um application.

Ulaoil.

Situated

on

ocean.

"Three Thousands Yards"

MMVEI STDAfl HAITI

Looks like—will

wear

Price, 25c yd.

OREN

see our

Congress Street.

DROP IN

fine line of FOOTWEAR.

Tennis, Barefoot Sandals
'VpySk'D'D'Q
*
^

We have the

and

on

Necessities

Will include drugs. It
you
an order we will do our
best
to your satisfaction.

BROWN

&

please

to

to

fill it

favor

us

with

promptly

and

TURNER

Apothecaries
CMfTM

OOl

right prices

Sporting Shoes.

ONE PRICK IHOt ITORt
47
Portland, M«.

Seaside

sm£&*-.

Special

HOOPER'S SONS.

500

and

like—is like 35c.

St.,

Pwtlaai

Me.

KT8pennanentlT<»nred.
mm

One of Ike greet pyramids cf
Ecypt hi*
been struck by lightning.
A(k T»«f lH>lir For All«a'« Feet-ltewe.
▲

powder. It rests the feet. Cam Cora*.
BhiIodi. jtroLUtt. How, tfo:, Callous, Aehln<
8«MtieK Feet and Ingrowing Natl*. Allen's
Foot-Kise iukM new or tight nhoeteMf. At
all Drungint* and Shoe
stores, 36 cents. Accept no substitute.
Sample mailed Faas.
Addrat, Allen S. Olmsted. LeRojr, N. Y.
A Parisian complain* that
kissing is oat
of fashion in France.

Mrs.Wfnslow's Soothing Syrup for Children

teethlnir, soften the gums.rednces inflammation,allays pain,curesirlnd colic, 15c.* bottle.
A pig is usually kept in every stable in
I am sure Piso's Cure for
Consumption saved
my life three years ago.—Mr*. Thomas Hossbts. Maple St.. Norwich. N.Y.. Feb. 17,1900

Ovama says he attribute* nis
the virtuea of his Emperor.

AN

AWFUL

SKIN

succcas

to

HUMOR

Oevered Hrul, Neek aad Hhoalilers—Saf.
fend A cony For Tweatj-Flv» Year*
Until Cared by Catleara.

•

'Tor twenty five years I suffered agony
from a terrible humor, completely
covering
my head, neck and shoulder*, discharging
matter of such offensiveness to tight and
smell that I became an object of dread. I
consulted the most able doctors far and
near, to no avail. Then I got Cuticura,
and in a surpisingly short time I was completely cured. 1 advise all those suffering
from skin humor* to get Cuticura and end
their misery at once. S. P. Keyes, 119
Congress Street, Boston, Mass."
The attempt to acclimatize Siberian reindeer in Alaska has proved to be a great

success.

Nervous Women
Th«ir Sufferings Arc Usually
Due to Uterine Disorder*

Perhaps Unsuspected
*

a medicine: that cukes
Can we dispute
well known
■'fact that American
\

..the

Iwomen

are

ner-

?
How often do we
hear the expression. "I am so nervous. it seems as if
I should fly; " or,
Don't speak to
ime." Little things
>annoy yon and
maice you irritable;
you can't sleep,
yon are unable to quietly and calmly
perform your daily tasks or care for
vous

UfrsMESht**e//

|14

your children.
The relation of the

nerves and generative organs in women is so close
that nine-tenths of the nervous
prostration, nervous debility, the blues,
sleeplessness and nervous irritability
arise from some derangement of the
organism which makes her a woman.
Fits of depression or restlessness and

irritability. Spirits easily

affected,

so

that one minute she laughs, the next
minute weeps. Pain in the ovaries and
between the shoulders
Loss of voice;
nervous dyspepsia.
A tendency to cry
at the least provocation. All this
points
to nervous prostration.

Nothing

will relieve this distressing
condition and prevent months of prostration and suffering so surely as Lvdia

E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Mrs. M. E. Shotwell, of 103Flatbush
▲venue, Brooklyn, N. Y., writes:

"I cannot express th^ wonderful relief I
have
experienced by takinz Lydia K Pinkham's \ egetahle Compound. I kuff»rwl for
f long time with nervou* prostration, barkache, hearlacbe, )•*> of appetite. I could
not sleep and would walk the floor almost
night.
every
"
I had three doctors and got no better, and
life waa a burden.
1 was advised to
try
Lydia K. Pinkham'n Vej;etal>le Compound,
and it has worked wor.der* for me.
'*
I am a well woman, my nervousness U all
gone and my friends «ay I look ten years

younger."
Will not the volume* of letters from
women made strong by
Lydia E. Pink*
ham's Vegetable Compound convince
all women of it* virtues?
Surely you

cannot wish to remcin rick and weak
and discouraged. cxhatiHted each
day,
when you can be as easily cured as
other women.
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Cutaway Frock and Sack From Eight
eenth Century—Black Dress Coat.

Paradise

The modern cutaway
sprang from
the body-fitting
justaucorps

o(^the

is surprising how readily modImprovements are pressed Into
social service. Telephone dinners for
II

ern

instsnce are now popular features in
the fashionable world,
being chiefly

used in a kindly way of saying farewell.
A few friends being about to
sail some hostess will have them to

an
unpretentious dinner
the
and
guests will be called up that very
morning by telephone.
The suddenness of such an entertainment does
away with all formality and this gives
It the chief charm. I; is a "hello" and
a "good-bye" in the
best
telephone
style.

The Vanderbilt system
keeps a
close second
to the
Pensylvania.

Having
hour

cal

with the
modern
garment and
since then the changes in its shape
have been comparatively slight. In
1841 the word "cutaway" became a fixture In the language.
colonial uniform worn by
with its flaps
buttoned
back; the coat worn by Nelson at the
battles of St. Vincent, the Nile and
Trafalgar, and the coat worn bv Napoleon when on his war to St. Helena. were all In a general wav similar to the cutaway frock.
ne

old

Washington,

New

Pennsylvania's 18*
York-Chicago schedule. It

ence, which will be mailed while the
train is en route. They may next offer free accident insurance.
Then
we'll all go.

The conventional dress coat of our
time is a refined younger brother, so
to speak, of the cutaway frock, and
for it we are indebted to the French,
who on the other hand, credit
the
English with originating the coat that
has evolved into our double breasted
frock. The coat last named was introduced into France by Montesquieu
in the year 1750.

All records for shooting with flveinch guns wece broken by four gunners of the battleship
Kentucky 20
miles outside Sandy Hook last week.
One gunner, with 14 shots a minute,
hit the target 13 times.
The second

gunner fired 13 times per minute and
hit the target each time.
Two other
men had each 12 hits out of 13 shots
a minute.
The range was 1600 yards
and the target was 21
feet.
by 17
Read Admiral Evans "aid:
"If the
squadron had been Aring at an enemy,
there would have been no enemy in
half an hour.''
Rear Admiral Evans said the squadron also established a new wireless
At
telegraph record for warships.
Newport News the
Kentucky communicated with the cruiser Maryland,
off Cape Cod, Mass., 500 miles away.

Incidentally, we may add. the present black dress coat has. by the English speaking nations, been restricted
to evening wear little more than half

In some Continental countries the dress coat is "proper form"
for wear at court or other important
formal assemblages held in the day
a

met the

proceeds to rival Its competitor
In the luxurious equipment
of
the
flyers. One may now enjoy on the
Twentieth Century Limited. In addition to Its old
comforts, a salt water
bath or a shave; you can have your
clothes pressed while you sleep; have
the attendance of a valet or a maid
through the livelong day; and the
free use of a stenographer and a
typewriter to take your correspondnow

century.

time.

The sack coat probably dates from
the "Macaronies." who introduced
it
into England in 1772, though
a garment somewhat similar was worn by
the "Round-heads" of Cromwell's day.

The recent dinner given by the magazine publishers was a very brilliant
affair, as nearly thirty of these publications were represented and some
very clever speeches were made.
I.yman Abbott is reported as recalling
the birth of the first magazine in America and It had only 40.»)00 circulation. That is certainly a very liberal
estimate—too liberal in fact. t>> be
correct.
The first monthly periodical
published in America was issued in
Philadelphia, by Andrew Bradford in
1741. It was called the American Magazine. and a cony of the first volume
may be found In the New York Historical society.
It did not, however,
receive sufficient patronage and hen^e
never reached a second volume. The
next effort of the kind bore the same
name and was issued in New York
by
Samuel Loudon, in 1788.
It was edited by Noah Webster, the subsequent
lexicographer, who was then thirty
and was the best litterateur then in
New York, but it only lived a few
years.

Concrete Ties a Failure.

One of the materials which It has
been proposed to utilize for railway
ties where timber is scarce la concrete.
In a recent issue of Construction it was asserted that the experiment of using concrete .ties- on the
Lake Shore between Goshen and Llgonier has proved a fallufte.
Over 600
of these ties were put In the track
and have been carefully watched by
the section men and engineer of lhain-

tenance of way. Under the pressure
and jar of the tremendous engines and
the heavy traffic the ties have begun
to disintegrate, and many are going
to pieces rapidly.
They are found

also to lack resiliency. No more will
be put in, and the company will take
up the experiment of other material
as a substitute for wood.
Above Suspicion.

"What a fine thing a reputation for
scrupulous honesty Is!"
"Apropos of what?"
"I was thinking of Dr. Goodman. He
walked down the street this morning
with an umbrella under each arm and

In

this city last week a 43-inch
main burst In one of the great
thoroughfares, and a four-foot stream
of water gushed for four hours and a
water

half, flooding the subway and imprisoning thousands
of
there,
people
while a great system of
transportation

pobody winked!"—Cleveland Leader.

FOOD IN SERMONS.
Feed the Domini* (tight und lb* lirmmi

Man With Ax. Qun
and Rod.

Alter reading
tho Coos

(Special Correspondence.)

French as known to the courtiers of
Louis XIV. and Louis XV. and the garment was In turn
probably evolved
from the frock or tunic, worn In the
fourteenth century.
The first trace of a cutaway In anything like ita present form, says the
Sartorial Art Journal, is seen in old
prints of French military uniforms,
early in the eighteenth century. For
civilian use it was worn in England
fcbout 1785 as a riding coat, the tails
being very Ions. In 1793 it was adopted in France for walking as well as
for riding and was then in shape and
cut much nearer the modern
cutaway
than any of its predecessors,
though
it w?« usually double-breasted.
in
the nineteenth century the
Early
cutaway h«d eight or nine buttons,
only the fourth, fifth and sixth being
used. This admitted of the
wearer
showing his neckcloth, fancy waistcoat and frilled shirt to the best adNot till 1840. or thereabout,
vantage.
did the cutaway become almost identi-

for th«

tied up for more than 24 hours.
The almost Incredible
feature of
the accident was that no official of
A conscientious. bard-working and
the water department could lie found
eminently successful clergyman writes:
who knew the situation of the
gate
"I am glad to brar
the
testimony to
that had to be closed to
stop the
pleasure and Increased measure of
flow of water.
It appears also that
efficiency and li*>nItli that have come to the broken main was 30
or 40 years
me from adopting (Jrape-Nuf* food as
old. and that when the subway was
one of iny articles of diet.
built attention was called to the ne"For several years 1 was mach dlsfor providing new
pipes.
tressed during the early |.art of each ' cessity
This accident furnishes a striking
day by Indigestion.
My breakfast,
illustration of the truth that eternal
usually consisting of oatmeal, milk and
vigilance Is the price of safety and
ejegs, seemed to turn sour ar.d failed
efficiency.
to digest.
After dinner the headache
and other symptoms following ibe
The recent death
of Charles H.
breakfast would wear awa>, only to reWebb not only make* a breach in
turn. liowever, neit morning.
the Author'* rlub but alto revive*
"Having heard of Clrapc Xuts food, I ;
finally concluded to give It a fair tr'.a!. i many Interesting memories of Mark
Twain with whom he was connected
f quit the use of oatmeal a:>d eags. and
made my breakfasts of Crape-Nuts, ! during hi* early year* of authorship.
Webb also did gool service on the
cream, toast and Poslnm.
TLe result
Tribune and his deat.i reminds ond
was surprising In improved beaith and
that the present year though not half
total absence of the distress that had,
gone has been marked by noticeable
for ao long a time, fallowed the mornmeal.
log
My digestion became mortality among brain workers—Including Tiiooma* P. Williams, one of
once more satisfactory, the headaches
the
veteran*
of
the Sun:
l>onl*
ceased, and the old fetllng of energy
was

Are Brilliant.

Casco Bay House,

CHAS. E. CUSHINO, Prop.

column editorial In
Bay Harbor we confess to

an

a

at most
to
uucoutroilable desire
n.ake tor the
Coos bay country a*
ta*t a» »;eaui
and team can take us.

"Let

us

set

a
man down
on Coos
the Harbor, "with noththe world but an a*, a
*un and
Ashing tackle. He can
his own
boat and log cabin. He will
And
employment enough In logging
camps or on dairy farms to get money cnougn to
buy powder, sugar, coffee and such
other luxuries as he
*nay crsve.
Or he can dig clams or
net salmon
and sefl them." Listen to
the catalogue
of
things—i.
good

Bay." say*
ing else in

free:
"From the first of May there Is a
succession of wild berries till
the
frost comes
In
First
December.
come those luxurious
yellow salmon
berries. There are dewberries, blackberries,
strawberries,
raspberries,
thlmbleberrles, salalberries. blue berries and huckleberries.
There Is a
ease

of a man who lived for years on

"These berries all grow wild and
are free for the
picking. But better

still
Is
to
bate
a little
plot of
ground and cultivate them.
The logan berries
can
be
and the
added
strawberries improve with care.
"And on this plot of ground one
can
grow almost
vegetable
every
known ta the temperate zone. If one
wishes to live luxuriously and cheap-

ly too.

this Is the country.
"There on the hillside a man can
plant an orchard where he can grow
nearly every fruit except peaches. If
he have a protected nook where the
sun shines
in he can grow melons
and grapes.
There are thousands of
these nooks along the coast and off
the inletg and streams where
they are
sheltered by the forest and by the

Charming Hummer Hot*** commanding a fine ▼ lew of the Bar. Pine
pin*
grove alongside the hou*e. where rocker* and hammock* are for the
use of
teat*. Boating. Bathing and Fishing
June IS to 8ept. 15.
privilege*.
Open
coommodate* 75. Two »teamboat line*. Rate* on
application.

I

SAMUEL H. MARSTON, Postmaster
LONG
ME.

HERE

yon will find

ISLAND,

complete and well stocked GROCERY
and PROV18ION STORE Onr
prices are low for cash and
we carry
nothing bnt the best Fresh Meat received daily
fromPortland. Confectionery, Cigars, Tobacco and Soft Drinks,
Moxie, Etc. Boston and Portland Papers, also the Casco Bay
Breeze for sale at the counter
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
a

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE.

Ocean View
A. S

man

wishes

to lead

a

Young, Prop.

So. Hirpmll, Me.

kills.

"If a

Hotel

Hifth altitude
ami »utH>rl> view.
You will find the
locution of thU
limine excellent:

her-

mit's life here is the place. He can
go off in the mountains, and live on
same.
He will find elk. deer, bear,
lucks, geese and other game.
"If he wishes sea food he has
every-

hathinjr. iMtating
flsdiin;: handy;

15c

tine teuiiift courts
Ac lawn*;» e *erve
shore dinner#.
Klectrk* bell service. baths, etc.

thing

the
cxcept
Eastern
oyster.
There is nothing finer than rock oysters or rock clams.
The clams, the
crabs, the mussels, the quohogs. are
found in abundance. That royal fish,
the Chinook salmon, is the finest food
fish in the world.
Or the mountain

trout may be as tempting to our hermit.
"In addition to all this one has the
most equable climate in the world.
"Here :s a garden of wild flowers,
the most beautiful that bloohm.
Here
is esthetic charm, and health awaiting
the settlor."

OlIR

TEETH

FIT

THE

FACE

Happy Coos Bay!

Bring out the
gun and the fishing tackle;
we are oft to Arcadia.—Portland vscethe

ax.

gorian.

Wagers

on

the War.

Some extraordinary bets have been
made on the Japanese-Russian war. A
number of Japanese officers have bet
that they would be killed in battle. The

money was to 30 to their widows. One
on starting for the front, made
the following wager: If he were killed
within a month his heirs were to receive $5u0. After that date he was to
pay his opponent 10 yet ($5) a day until he had survived
100
days, after
which the bet was to cease. He undertook to expose himself to danger
only
when military
conditions
demanded
It; in other words, he was not willfully
to let himself be killed.

officer,

In

moment of excitement I^omaMoscow merchant, undertook
to "eat his boots" if Japan were not
forced to sue for peace by July 1 last.
Against this the opponent bet 500
rubles.
Iximakln ate the boots. But
as no time limit was
Imposed, he cut
off and swallowed only a tiny
strip
each day. completing the achievement

kin.

a

a

Nov. 20.
His opponent absolved
liim from eating the nails.
A captive Japanese officer Imprisoned at Omsk, in Siberia, bet the Russian
on

officer

In charge of the prisoners a
kopeck for every minute that Port
Arthur held out after June 1.
He
owed the jailer on Oct. 1. nearly 11000.
The Russian asked for a payment on

and offered to terminate the
bet.
The Japanese said nothing, retired to his room and shot himself
dead with a revolver.—Chicago News.
account

Are the most perfect and natural that Dental Science can
produce.
"We do PAINLESS WORK- Our methods are the most
approved and our PRICES the LOW EST.
Silver Fillings 50c, Gold Fillings $1.00, Crown and
Bridge
Work $4.00 a tooth. Teeth Extracted without P»«in FREE.
ImPlates
with
proved lightweight
Natural Gums $4.00. Lowest
Price ever offered in Maine.

DR. FOSTER, Painless Dentist,
An Embarrassed Young Man.
He had been invited to dinner, and
was fearfully embarrassed
and shy.
When the meal commenced his agitation began.
Sitting opposite to the
mirror be discovered, to his horror,
that he had forgotten to comb his

hair.

Lifting

his hand to arrange his
hair he knocked his neighbor's elbow
and spilled the spoonful of soup which
she was Just carrying to her mouth
all over her dress.
As he arose to
help her he upset his glass of water
into Ills neighbor's lap and tipped over
his own p!ate of soup all over himself.

Finally, matters were straightened
out. but a few moments afterward, on
putting his hand under the table to
feel whether the soup had dried on
his
trousers, he felt—yes. It
was!

How It could have happened he could
not tell.
All during the rest of the
meal
he surreptitiously but
flrmly
worked hard and fast with his hands
under the table.
His embarrassment
wan painful to t»ehnld.
When the dinner was over, as he arose, the whole
tablecloth and everything on It came

crashing
man

to the floor, while the
young
pulled foot after foot of the table-

cloth out from between his waistcoat
and his trousers.
Then he fled! —
Indies' Home Journal.
A new and unwelcome visitor has
been recognized In England. He is the
Surinam cockroach, and Is destructive

to

greenhouse plants.

Austin W. Pease
8e«

II

us

ARCHITECT

for plana for hotels, summer
cottages, stores, etc.

Exchange St.,

Portland, He.

RIALTOCAFE'rr

Open Day and Night.
Everything flrst-class in every respeot.
Prompt and courteous service.
Moderate Prices.
Surpassing Coffee.

j

nc;

•WIMll, Caret UwcorrtaM *14 uul ettirik.
r*atin* It In powder locm to be 4<tv.l*«4 Hi'm**
water, and it Ur mort (Irimlnf, Kul x>, nrwcidal
and economical than Ixjaid
anturptW t for all
TOILET AND WOMEN"! SPECIAL USES
«al« at draggiitt, » cnti a bo*.
TrM Bn tai hwk «f lMtructlo*« Prm.
rNC R. Pa■ TON etVNRT
lOtTOt, Mtif,

wfcf fetfj i^y^ijp 'lir.fc
•.

COOS BAY.

j
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ORIGIN OF STYLES IN COATS.

No flts ornerrous-

*t«r lint day's um of Dr. Kline's Orv*t
K«r*eR»>stor*r. fix rial bottleend trf^Atiwe free
Dr. B. H. Kuxi, Ltd..331 ArchHt.,
Phils., Pa.

tof.fi.

r i

»Bfr!

pr»jf. f farm toT. .n-i a
• e.W#a 1.4 ra fnin «ama. A '«r*ra. Jnomm »
Mw»a, »-C«a'] »a 1

fiTERTS^sr^ns

K,n?
*--{

returned.
Kince that time, fnt»r years
ago. I have always had Crape-Xots
food on my breakfast table.*
"I was delighted to And also, that

whereas before I began to use <JrapeNnta food I was quite nervous and became easily wearied In the work of
preparing termona and in stndy. a
marked Improvement In this respect resulted from the change In my diet. 1
am convinced that (Jrape-Xnta
food
prodoced thla resnlt and helped me to a
sturdy condition of meutal and physical
strength.
"I have known L^reral persona who
were formerly tronbled as 1 was. and
who have been helped as f bare been,
by the nse of Orape-Xnts food, on my
recommendation, smoi.g whom may be
mentioned the Her,
now a missionary to China." Name given by
Postnm Company, Rsttle Creek, Mich.
"There's a reason."
Read the little book, "The Road ta
>dlTine," la each pkg.

j

! Rarashon. editor Jewish Dally Times;
William .F. O. Shanks,
formerly of
the Tribune;
Henry W. Munn, ed-

itor of the 8clent;flc American; William C. Prime, formerly of the Journal of Commerce; Francis 8. Nich-

olas.

onre so popular a* a contributor
and William C. Bryant, editor as well
aa proprietor of the
Brooklyn Time*.
Webb, who was
himself a clever

humorist, was one of the flrat to notice Mark Twain's rotnlc power and he
Introduced him to the public by publishing hi* "Jumping
How
Frog."

few Indeed would see In so Insignificant a reptile material for to much
humor, but the "Jumping Frog" went
all over the country and prepared the
public for what

was

An Rngllah Judge

to follow.

recently altered

COMMONWEALTH,

The aboro cut i«

a

sentence of eighteen months' hard
labor to Ave years' penal servitude because the prisoner threw a bottle at

hla.

THE

Uowdoin

8t.t Opp.

fut« House,

Boston,

Mass.

STORXR F

CRAFTS. MAMAOSB.
likeness of tb« Commonwealth,
opposite State novw, Boston.

•
Thi« hotel I* new and abeolutely
the floor* ira ttone ; nothing wood but the doors. We offer
yon the following rates as an Inducement to
at
hmi*e
when
our
•top
yon are In Boston.
For rooms with hot and oold water and free public
Sl.tt and MS a day for one person. *2 00 and *2 Ma day to
two persous. Rooms with prlraft batu Sl.fh and flct.m abaths,
day for one person: H.M «nd H.U a day for two person*.
lopeaa
plan Will make a weekly rate for rooms with hot and cold water of tiU to flfl.W; with private bath HS
to IW.S.
a
••f two rooms with hath SMM to S1S.AH The oafe and dialog room are Srst
aad
are
conducted
on
the ICuropsaa plaa.
otass,
Open from 111. to 1 A. M.

flre-proof;

even

j

baTbieze

casco

Published

Every

THURSDAY AFTERNOON

From June to September and

on the
Second Thursday In Each Month
from October to May

By

THE
BREEZE
PUBLISHING .CO.
Office, 148 Middle SL. Portland, Me.

Ore Year,
Summer

TERMS

$1.00

Season,

-5o
.05

Single Copy,

Advertising Rates.

.SI.oo
Inch
per
First Week; Addtional Insertions
at reduced rates.

invigorating tunic

o( strenginenint»
luttl auj luUttr our owu
imer ones llkewive.
To one who thus encourages us to
fight the good fight in the battle of

an

revive

to

m* for an tnere is in it, our neari*
go out In weli wishing and hero worsnip—add to this tuat we aee our
examplar as we see L.ieut. Peary, a
patriot, purposing to smash his way
through the Icebound Arctic ocean to
the North Pole (which is about all

that remains to complete man's domination of tne tarth to find, mark and
the
for
northern
claim
America
American
the
North
boundary of
world segment, our birthright and

as is our privilege and our
Seeing this, is there an American with soul so dead, an American
who cheerfully expends vast sums to
defend a yachting cup or who cheer*

himself hoarse at
baseball
games
—is taere one such American who

Day
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Have you saved your guessing cou-

pon?

Last Sunday was a scorcher In the
cities but a beautiful and comfortable
day In Casco Bay.

Harpswell people are considerably
gratified over the fact that they will
have the telephone exchange this year.
Eight hundred passengers on the
Sebascodegan last Sunday afternoon
was not so bad for an early seasuu

trip.

The first guess received is an estiof a little above 93,000 passengers
from Howard W. Fenderson of Portland.

mate

The bathers do not find the water at
as

chilly

pected.

a

temperature

as

was

ex-

Perhaps the covering of Ice

around the coast last winter warmed
It cp some?

The summer schedules on all steamboats will be in effect next Monday.
The Casco Bay line changed on to the
summer time-table with the opening
of the Gem Theatre last Monday. The
Har.iswell line could have found plenty of business for two boats this week,
but they are a little more particular
about their appearance than some companies and the Aucocisco could not be
made ready any earlier than Sunday.
THE VACATION

There

PROBLEM.

hundreds of summer resort hotel proprietors 0.1 the waters
of Casco Bay who wish to All their
house* with desirable guests during
There are
the season just opening.
tens of thousands of perplexed men
and women within the territory covered by the Breeze's circulation who
are

have
such

some
determined to patronize
house during the summer or
part of the summer, but do not know
where they can And suitable accom-

modations.
II is one of the functions of the
Breeze to bring the hotel men, pleasure s#»ekers or rest seekers together,
to their mutual profit.
It Is as important to the resort proprietors to
be represented In the advertising colIt is to the undecided readers to seek the aid of these columns
In selccilng their vacation quarters—
It psys both to patronize the Breeze.
umns

an

PROSPER

HIS

PROJECT!

I„ivcs of ?r»at men ell remind us.
We can make orr llv«s sublime;
And, departing. leave behind aw
Footprint* on the sands of time.
Footprints that mayhap* another—
Indeed In It discouraging for the
ordinary weak-purposed man to consider the life hist or:* of our "(treat
nr.an" cf Casco Ba>, latent. Robert K
P«ary, the "hero of the north," to
▼lew tt>« footprints he bss left upon
the "sands of time," and upon polar
tee, and then to dream of following
but. be tse meditative one a
man with soul, not head, a soul which
recognizes greatness In
Its
proper

—

—.

light and T«ams to follow,
which admires dauntless,

a

soul

resolute.
determina-

Tll-flnd a-way-or-make-lt**
tion—ah, then tha* soul forgets discouragement end Is fired with Inspiration drawn from Mr. Peary's overmastering
his
purpose.
strength
of
ma«bood,
his
srlf-confifirst
dence.
havlnt
a!l
placed

(rust
In
the
One
Ruprvme
who give* ail strenrth
and
power.
Common man rccognlses
Pobert
E

F*jry

as a

hero,

comquTor. and yet
sera tvat he Is a mar.
too, who has
had obsticlfs. greater than his own

In

a

pronort'o".

to contend s**»inst and
f"Om Ms (Mr. Pearv*s> persistent antagonlsm of tho*e obstacles until he

had forced th*»m to a vanishing point,
the commcn can. such aa we, drinks

encouragement—who has better right
than we to speak it. we his country-

men, we of the same state, we of Casco Ray. we who have been privileged
observe his striking, manly paysiquc and we who have found glory
Robert E. Peary
in KNOWING him.
Is doing a great work for the world
and science, but we of this section
arc particularly interested in his suecess and we feel, too. that he will perto

haps treasure a word of appreciation
well wishing from us, his homo
people, more than from others who
sit in higher places in the land, but
are not as near to his hospitable cottage on Eagle island, where we have
seea him happy as a child, glorying in
its tropical richness, which he, the
naturalist, so well appreciated—all its
comforts and happiness he surrendand

endure with Spartan-like fortitude the unimaginable rigors of the
For
frozen north.
And for what?
science, a broader knowledge—that he
to

ers

ru»y erect one of the great mile-stones
of history, like the discovery of the
new world by Columbus and the conquest of the old by Alexander—that
he nir.y write his name and his country's name to be read and known
when perhaps the very civilization of
It is a laudable
is forgotten.
a libitum—a MAN'S purpose.
Soon will a Maine-built,
specially
designed and constructed ship, the
Portland—
from
"Roosevelt," sail
we hope to a glorious lifting of the

to<!a>

miles
which now hides the 2G0
w*tch lie between discovered lands
and the apex of the earth, we hope
to hear its master to a base of opera-

veil

nur.a on the shore of the Polar sea.
whence he nlll be able to track his
way across a section of the 3.000.000
square miles of the Polar basin and
This ship is
learn of its economics.

the principal departure made by Commander Pearv from his former general scheme of operations. It is a steamer with engines of maximum hors>
power and inimimum weight and bulk
with which he plans to push up Smith
sound, Kennedy channel and Robeson channel rnd then to station her
for

the

winter

on

the

north

coast

of Orant l-an<l. carrying her. if possible, farther rorth than the Alert or
the Polaris
This will bring Explorer Peary to the second great ImproveIt
ment ia his scheme of conquest.
will place his baso of operations at
Cape Joseph Henrv, 82 degrees, 5"
minutes, which !s 200 miles north oi
his previous headquarters at Cape Sabine.
To this point he will take his
Eskimo* with him.
From Cape Joseph Henry his march poleward will
The disbegin, the following year.
tance from there to the objective point
and return Is less than the average
of four sledging trips made by Mr.
Peary In 1M»2, 1 K9.\ 1900 and 1802.
He can see no -eason why he should
not equal this—thus paining the pole
and getting back# again in one season
of 100 davs.
This plan has been recommended
Secretary
by Assistant
Darling who for Its pursuance ir.sued
to Lieut. Pwr: the necessary leave;
President Roosevelt has stamped it
with his approval and sympathy.
The attainment of the North Pole
ir.eans the ability to so refine and
perfect one's equipment, supplies and
part v as to be sble to cover a distance
of SAO mile* each way without caches
and without support from the country
and to cover the distance in a time
Ifmtt of three, or at moat, three and
a half months.
The requirements are

simply those

large project—
mifnclent money,
proper equipment,
adequate time, energy, experience and
determination. The pecunlarv assistance has been forthcoming, and
the
equipment has been refined and per
fected under the personal and minute
supervision cf Mr. Pearr. He himself
brings to the work a practical expert
ence equalled
of
no ofh*r
that
worker In Arctic reglonaf an Interest
In the work at le*->t equal to that of
any other mar; the utmost aaalatance
-»f

th*

cf

an;'

RsHiros.

oever before availrime ard the opportunity.
The
aeatlval
season
la at
proper
hand—anl our hero sets sail.
From Mare Point on the loner and
fro~t Orr'a Wand In the outer bay.
■weeping down the atretc1! of spark
ling Casio's w*»ter«, rtrclHc lovlngl*

able;

the

arornd Ea»l* Island, where Mr. Peary
?-as t»mK K« sum me- cot tare, romes
the

Breed's

•genu at and

hea-fy
beat wlaMrg.

voice of encour

We

ara

SAMPLE OF MUNICIPAL REFORM.
Mwy of •

sounds
much.

trite,

me

mean

Voyage"
it

very

by bis predecessor), was
and substantially reformed,
and was turned over to Mr.yor (irosn.
elected In 1005, in a high state of efficiency.

Political

appointed in the city departments
replaced by men selected for superior qualifications, and
in at least one case Mayor McCormick
supplemented an insufficient salary
from bis private means in onler to get
a capable man.
Harrisburg bad three year* ago
about four miles
of pared
street*,
-which had been carelessly put down at
a high price and were allowed to go
uncleaned for the most part. During
the three-year period nearly twenty
miles of modern asphalt pavement has
been laid, and by the Institution of a
proper competition and the elimiuatlon
of the Influence of a financially Interested political boss It has been obtained
at prices twenty-live per cent, under
those formerly paid. A completely organized Inspection bureau has seen to
it that this paving Is properly la'd and
the specifications adhered to. By frequent analysis and the obtained visits
and advice of eminent paving engineers
the high standard of the work has been
were

ne went on to explain that his attention had been called to an article In
a
medical journal on the beneficent
effects of knitting, and he had prescribed the treatment, with excellent
success, to a dozen women.
"The shining needles," he said, "play-

ing swiftly

among soft-colored silks
wools, engage the eyes pleasantly,
and fill the mind with cheery and saue
thoughts. At the same time they may
produce admirable things—golf waistcoats, golf stockings of wool, delicate
evening stockings of silk, shawls, a

or

assured.
A "white-winged" corps of sweepers
has brought the paved streets «f Harrisburg into a high state of cleanliness;
not excelled anywhere.
Keinarkable
as it may seem, this great Improvement has been accomplished without
material Increase in the rate of taxation. although the Mayor's Insistence
upon an honest assessment has added
considerably to the city valuation aud
revenues.—Review of Reviews.

hundred articles."
The woman smiled, and said she did
not know how to knit, bui she woujd
learn at once.

WORDS.
quick

WORDS OF WISDOM.

like a prudent

Fidelity

is

Horace.

A wanton eye is the messenger of an
unchaste heart.—Augustine.

the

Mercy turns her
ciful.—Quarles.

The heart is an astrologer that always divines the truth.—Calderon.

—

To make knowledge valuable you
must have the cheerfulness of wisdom.
Goodness smiles to the last.—Emerson.

sister

of

Justice.—

The meanest, most contemptible kind
of praise is that which first speaks
well of a man and then qualities it
with a "but."—H. W. Beecher.

Tbe marks of a saint Is not perfection,
but consecration.
A saint is not a
man without faults, but a man who
gives himself without reserve to God.
—B. F. Westcott.

We all dread t>odily paralysis and
would make use of every contrivance
to avoid it. but none of us is troubled

soul.—Ep:« je-

Crlm* to fplll Bills.
Judge Taylor, for the first time by
• ny Federal Judge, has decided that
the practice of splitting bills Is a crime.
In defending three tireeks
charged
with splitting bills. Attorneys Mat-

What's 1m

the back of a one-dollar bill n|>on the
a five-dollar bill, inasmuch aa
the splitting of tlie
bills
destroyed
their value as money.
In his decision

Judge Taylor found that splitting hills
constituted an alteration of the money
against which the Federal statutes
specifically provide. The Jury found
one of the tlreeka. William Mihatalraponlaa. guilty of splitting one-doCur
and five-dollar bills, and Jndge
Tay'.or
sentenced him to fire years In tlia
peni-

of the acbool aa a
of reeree. natl
It waa Ta limbic to
hnt bo Illustrate* the fact,lb4t to' turn a
boy. looae
In a library la
hltn the beat of
all opportnlnltlea—tfm
opi>oUonltjr for
aetf-edncatton.
He rearil f*nm childhood widely ami well, and wlille
yet a
boy had audi an acquaintance with

thinp

io'jfitj

grrat literature

aa

phenomenal, though

the

aame

that which a generation
Kngland hoya had at the

aa

later

New

same

age. If

In

would now teem
It waa precisely

of

they

were ao

Inclined."

Wheat Cray.

the many ,okea that ate
aplte
made at the cxpenae of the
tleorgla
peach crop, 'hat Htate prodoced more
peacbea than any of the Knstern State*.
It to Mid that there are cr*?
treea ttat bear peacbea in the

T.OOtyjOUStata

That's

On I he ci»»t of the nlope.
ehonen by moft of the hotels
»!•
an
i«ie*l location. Overlooking the ocean and the
remful ixlar.d scenery of tlrld
and wood. No I»etter »|>ot for
complete rent and recreation.
Table ai<d mrvice ttr>t-clai>».
AmiminiKliilM

MRS. CLINTON M.

HAMILTON, Proprietor 40 *ue»t».

with

*■«»«I■»»

Rate* naxonub

•

OROCERY AND GENERAL STORE

Oar store is completely stocked ia e veil
«lep irtrnent with th i
leading brands. We carry everything in oar line aad will tret naythins; to please our trade. Oar line inclu-le4 Groceries an 1 Provisions, Boots, felloes, Rubbers, Hardware, Fishing Gear, F. ncv
Goods.
Summer Hats, Etc. All orders will receive
prompt attention and
our teams call for and deliver
goo Is. House Lot*! We ha\e the finest locations lor sale on the I»ian<l and our
prices are low. Come in
and see us and talk it over.

HAMILTON VILLA, Chebeague (stand
Near the eaM

end of the bland and
equally dint mt from north and eouth
«hort*f>. Plenty of araunement and recreation at baud.
Krvh farm and ocean
oroduct* on oiir table. We have a select clientele and our
bonne will ple:iM» you,
rrbe bent of reference given. Rate* *7 to *9
|>er week. Accommodation* for 30.

ALFRED E,

HAMILTON, Prop.

Island View Cottage
Chebeague, Me*

L. F. HAMILTON

FINE
flnti-law. Fine
Kalrt
LOCATION

airy room*.
Open Juue 1&

Proprietor
and

everything
>uu l«rse

piazza

(T.Ou aud
to Srpl. 15.

upward*.

We Make and Put Up Window Shades and Lace Curtains

NEW DRAPERIES

Just now many women are thinking about new furnishings and .furnishings for the summer cottage. To
such the new goods in the drapery line are
interesting.
We have a(varied assortment. Among the many fabrics
you will be able to find just the identical color or pattern
you are seeking.
At Mr yd. T6 itu-h Curtain Mu»lin
in »trip«n mid ftjrure*, worth 10c

Name.

At
<

I

Scotch Cable Net
At

5.00

per pair
$3 k $3.16 per pair
pair. Special value*

7.50
35.00
Savoy Curtains in white or Arab color; these look like t! e real
Arabian curtains; handscmt* asn<»rtment IroA
$2 to || pr.
Bobbinet Curtains tbst are made with extra lull and wide
rufflp,
hemmed at top for rod.
$| to $4
•

Plain Muslin Curtains with hemstitched ruffle and
tucks,

Better

Sssh

Curtains,

Curtains in

all

ready

to

large

use.

Couch Covers—A selection of 6
all around for
Better

ones

from

Porttf.rf.s—Onr stock is now
stylr » snd color* to match

unneces-

3.50

eomeii

We b

a

to

31.00.

Eitra

full aasortment of

assortment of colors at
I6t to $9 per

pair
25t P*ir
colorings, good size, mith fringe
$1.00
|.75 to 1.50
complete. All the very latest

your fnrnistiinrs.
ones at 5.00

good

»

EASTMAN

Prices isnge

P»|««, |«d«, fllap, Ptlt ffttff tttf

We cleanse Lace Curtains so that
Leave orders at Drapery Depaitment.

dlstnrb my neighbors by noise of quaror bablea coming from my house,

pr.

SI, 1.25 And ISO

hilags, Pftlart Inki, fMira Wirt,

reling

so* tbey bare no occasion, to wsrrjr
about me."—Atchison Globe.

ones at

Striped Cottage

who lire
alone,** writes a snappy woman to the
(llobe. "I wish to say ;bat 1 lire alone;
tbat I am paat seventy: that I hare my
garden In before any of my neighbors;
that I hare my work done ear'.ler In
the morning; that I keep my house
snd lawn looking better; tbat I never
inf otu

78», SI, I SO, 2.00 ft 2.50

Curtains,

Our stock of Arabian Lace Carta ins in tptjt iaree and varied.
Yon will have to see them to appreciate the valu***'ww offer.
Prices range from
•
to

i«Mi*

worrying yoamelf

NuuJi

all jrrad^n in wliit* or
Arabian, ••rtflitj* and iiiM*ttioii« to
match; all grade*.

very strong, at
! Irish Point Curta'ns from 3.75 to 100 per

some

"You are

Bobb'nrl In

LACE CURTAINS

Kngllsh surgeon was
clinical Instructions to
half a dosen students, according to the
Medical Age. Pausing a*, the bedside
of a doubtful case, be said:
"Now, gentlemen, do yon think this
la or is not a ease for operation?"
One by one each student made hla
diagnosis, and all of them answered In
the negative.
"Well, gentlemen, jou are all wrong,"
said the wlelder of the scapel, "and 1
shall operate to-morrow."
**Xo. you won't," said the patient, aa
be rose In hla bed;."sis to one Is a
good majority; gimme my clotbt-a."

sary

12)te yd. Pine nwortnifnt of
urtnin Mu<lin in data fmioy fljcand rlrlpn; «*xtra fine
quality.

Scotch Lace Curtains at

Majority.

«*f aw

M>rtm«*nt

9c yd.
Beautiful dwipn* in
8ilkolii>e»: all coloring*,'„1> <iitt«rrut
ityltf, 36 Inrbet wide.

At

I?1,* y»l.

Very h«ndM>mp iu«of Mom if i'tvlotiur* in
anil
dark
lifEht.
rffrct«, !W in. widr.
At 'J.~c
Hoc yd. Japan«»»**Cr«*|>»*»«
in handsome Oriental d«*»igu» fur
Klmonon.

At

nrra

A well-known

Imparting

*

e.

A. R. LITTLEFIELD

near

A Clwrl

Two other (Ireeks were acquitted.— Clevelaml Plain I>enler.

berry. w«4tlna of Hlr Walter Hcott* Hi
McClore'a.
"Roott," he mji, "had the education

to Oct. I.

SUMMIT HOUSE

enough, ftranger.' rallied the native In a melancholy ▼•lea,
'let It go at that!* "—Collier's Weekly.
M

tentiary.

cution—turn him looae In 11
library.'* a.*.*
viae* Profeaaor tleorge Kdward \Vn*l-

0p»« Jan HI

CHKBCAOUC ISLAND

yard.

at the expense of the State of Arkansas.
"One day,** says Mr. Clark, "aa a
train from the Kast pulled up at the
dinky little station of a most depressing town In the fever-and-ague district
of Arkansas, a passenger thrusting
his head oat of a ear window demanded In bitter tones of a dejected looking
eitlscn who was leaning against the
station door:
"
Tell me, what do yon rail this
drled-ap. dreary, Ood-forsaken place?*

back of

Kdarailnn.

Acconmodatas 100.

Soxsoo of 1S05. June IS to Sopt. 15

Champ Clark, representative from
Missouri, dearly lores a good story

thews and BUlman set up the novel
defense tfiat'lt was no crime to paste

Ikjjt the be«t of all opt -ropportunity for aelf-e.. lo-

Rates S7 ti <12.

We may see never so clearly the line
of action that we should follow; but
have we the will and courage and desire to support us In that pathway?—
Howard N. Brown.

m

•

Ea'M*<l

Babcock.

gerous.—Town Topics.

"To give

in

unsurcountry. Toilet room*on each floor. Dining room
accommodates
:0
Flue (trove in rear of the hou*e. Tennis Court* on
adjacent lawn*. Our
table i« *upplied with tbe be«t »he market afford*.
Pine beach for
bathing and
boating. Vi*it tlii* i*land which U con*idered by phy*icians the mo*t
beautiful
*pot in New Knirlan '. Two line* of *teamer* from Portland.
three minOnly
ute*' walk from Hamilton** Landing. Book
if you detire choice
early
roumt
You will And plenty to make tbe hour* pans
only too quickly.

Life is springtime, and the gathering
years are lengthening days, railing to
constant endeavor.—ltev. \V. D. Williams.
There is ro better way to show our
trust than to busy ourselves with the
things He asks us to do.—Maltbie D.

tunltlea— the

i*

back to the unmer-

Philosophy is of no use to a man until it enables him to be lenient to his
own weaknesses, and then it is dan-

Tft* Bona •< IUII-

HOU»r. commodious and homelike tn every particular.
Ptr*t-cia*a
OUR
every re*pect. Tb view from tbe broad piazza* and chamber* in
in the

sense

If a book come from the heart it wilt
contrive to reach other hearts. All art
and authorcraft tre of email account
to that.—Carlyle.

It's

Proprietor

•

Seek to cultivate a buoyant, joyous
of tbe crowded kindness of (iod
in your daily life.—Alexander Maclarcn.

The charity that hastens to proclaim
its good deeds ceases to l»e charity, and
is only pride and ostentation.—Hntton.

of the

•

No man flatters the woman he truly
loves.—Tuckerma n.
Guilt is the very nerve of sorrow.—
Horace Bushnell.
He doeth milch That doeth a thing
well.—Thomas a Kempis.
To rule one's anger is well; to prevent It is better.—Kdward*.
Do thy part with industry, and leave
the event with CJod.—Felt bam.

Our dissatisfaction with any other solution is the blazing evidence of im«
..
mortality. Euierkoii.
To the honest mind fhe best perquisites of a place are the advantages it
gives for doing good.—Addison.

paralysis

CharlM W. Hamilton

retained

"Knit," exclaimed the r»ervons patient. "Why on earth should I knit?"
The doctor replied: "Because nothing is more soothing to the nerves;
because nothing induces to such a calm
and cheerful frame of mir.d.
I could
prescribe velerian for you. but knitting
will be better.
It will do you much
more good.
I believe that a month of
it will cure you."

a

%

promptly

sician.

tus.

Crest

lecting tribute through a corrupt chief
for division with a corrupt Mayor (and
all this wns brought out in nn investigation instituted by Mayor McConnh-k,
who forced restitution of fees illegally

"My prescription, madam, is that you
knit two hours dally," raid the phy-

about

Hill

CHUEAGUt. MAUUC

years ago Harrlsburg was
"wide open," but Mayor
McCormick closed It promptly, within
A corrupt police force, colthe law.

restless or HI was to koit.
There are
many men of a generation much older
than ours who Improve odd moments
by working with yam and ueedUn.
But women to be womcu, simply must
knit after their hair is grej, aud it is
good for them.

Life has no blessing
friend.—Euripides.

New

Three

It Is told of Robert Louis Stevenson
that one of the many thing* he learned
to do to keep him amused when he was

hare

The

practically

The Old Doctor Tslls His Patient
That It Induces a Ci'm and Cheer*
ful Frame of Mind.

WISE

Awowytliha Ml
Www.

passive mayoralty.

USE OF KNITTING AS
A NERVE CURE.

Men of cold passions
eyes.—Hawthorne.

m

The story of the accompllshmei t of
three year* in Harris burg under an
able, courageous ami Interested head
reada like a romance. Tfie j/sjror believed that be was elected as the real
administrative head of the city corporation, not aa.a mere executive figurehead, and be has wrought bis belief
into continuously vigorous action, as
contrasted with the far more usual

we

but

TkrM*Tnn'

That >»•*« Uk«

of the Breexe. our
hopes and trust In his success, even
as we will be
prepared to applaud
his victorious return.
"Bon

(Hxtln.v

MINIATURE ALMANAC

High tide
Sun
Portland
Length of
rises sets
day morn
h.m.
h.m.
h.m.
h.m.
4.04
7.21
15.17
2.33
4.05
7.22
15.17
3.18
4.05
7.22
15.17
4.18
4.06
7.22
15.16
5.03
4.06
7.22
15.16
5.48
4.06
7.22
15.16
6.48
4.06
7.22
15.16
7.33

slnccrely than

duiy.

.-loes not feel his strong, manly right
the
of
Wants. For Sale, To Let, etc., 10 centa hand itching to clasp that
pe- a?ate line. Reaging Noticea 15 i north's conqueror; wnose eyes do not
cents ner lire.
ache to look up into the challenging
Advertisers desiring changes must and "holding" oues of Robert E. Peary
send in copy on or before Monday perwith admiration; whose lips do nut
ceding <!a> of publication to ensure inheart's
the
mutter
unconsciously
sertion.
prompting—"Good luck, may success
he yours, we await a cnance to cheer
your victory and celebrate the great
THURSDAY, JUNE 22, 1905.
event."
Surely no one of our readers
but feels this way. It is the manner
in which men the world over and
particularly Americans, express their
Week of June 22-28.

confident
as
Is
every geographer,
scientist and intelligent person conversant with Arctic matters that the
pole can be reached; we feel that
our Maine man on a Maine-built
ship
will locate ft. and none speaks more

Ctrta.a

they

look

Lttpt, tit., tft.

as

good

as new.

BROS. A BANCROFT

BOTES FEOB WASH1NGTOB!
(Special Correspondence.)
———

I

Government Ahead—For the first
time since they were
laid down, the
battleship Connecticut, which is being
btSlt by the government at
the New

-«riAP

or»-

CASCO BAY

York navy yard, is further
progressed
than its sister ship, the
Louisiana, under construction
by the Newport News
Shipbuilding snd Dry Dock company,
at Newport News, Va. Chief
Constructor Capps reports that
the Connecticut is 77.73 percent
completed, while
the Louisiana is 77 55
percent completed. The keel of the Louisiana was
laid Feb. 7, 1903, that of the Connecticut a month Inter.
This gain does

MAINE
rmisnto BY Titt

BREEZE PUBLISHiriC
r»*riAM0 nt

urtuntt)

• »TlAnt*»

not mean, however, that
shipbuilding
in government
yards is a success. In
his last annual report. Constructor

■

•»«#»

Capps said:

"Although every possible precaution hag been taken to reduce the cost of tbe Connecticut to
the most economical basis, it can
hardly be done as cheaply as when
performed in
private shipbuilding
yards, whose rates of pay for nine
hours' work are. in many cases, less
than those being paid for eight hours'
work at the New York navy
yard."
8wedish Minister Leaves—Minister

Grip, the plenipotentiary from Sweden
and Norway, called at the state de-

partment early last week to take leave
of the officials before starting on a vacation trip to Norway.
It is considered doubtful whether he will return
even to present his letters of recall.
He is a Norwegian, and will retire
from the diplomatic service, which
will become entirely Swedish, as soon
as Norway can
arrange for a diplomatic service of her own.
Mr. Grip
has as yet received no official notice
of the dissolution of the tie that
bound
the two kingdoms together.
He expects to hear nothing until he reaches

Norway.

The minister has not identi-

fied himself with the separation
party, |
but his friends understand that If the j
resolution of separation is permitted
to stand, he will cast his lot with his j
{
native country and leave the service
of the Swedish king.
3ELIEVE

TIFFANY

the Place—Official announcement is made that
Washington
has been selected as the location of
the peace conference. The announce-

ment caxe in the form of an official
statement issued by Secretary Ix>eb by ;
direction of the President. The statement follows:
"When the two governmeij'g
were unable to agree
upon :
either Cfcefoo or Paris, the President
suggested The Hague, but both governrmnts
have now requested that i
Washington be chosen as the place of >
meeting, and the President has accord- :
ingly formally notified both governments that Washington will be so selected." It is suggested at the White
House, informally, that after meeting
and organising, the plenipotentiaries
of the two governments, if it should
be found to be uncomfortably hot in

j

j

Washington, might adjourn the meeting to some summer resort In the
north, where they may continue their
sittings until such time
in

Washington

table.

as

the weather

shall be more comfor-

The President's Coup—Scarcely due
attention has been paid to the circumstances environing the President's recent coup in the field of international

peace.
Unquestionably his appeal to
the rulers of Russia an l Japan is one
of the boldest strokes of participation
in world politics that he has undertaken, and it seems to be the Judgment of onlooking nations that he
made his point with excellent discretion and effect.
His cause is consid-

ered unprecedented, in that, while appealing to the rulers to bring the war
to an end. he avoided all suggestion
of peace negotiation through himself

HOPE

HUNT

LESS.

Washington

Dealers Point Out That No Big Stones
Recently Stolen Have Reappeared.
Diamond

brokers, importers, lapijewellers in their trade
centre. Maiden lane, continue to discuss the
extraordinary features of the
great Tiffany diamond robbery.
A
new element entered into Their discussions yesterday—almost absolute
certainty In their minds that the gems
will never be recovered
by the owndaries

and

piled by the department of commerce
and labor reveal tie fttrlktng Information that In the brief period of aeven
year*, from 1897 to 1904, the annual
export* from the United Rtatea to
the Dominion of Canada more than
doubled In value. That la to aay, the
•xporta In the 10 month* ending with
April. 1897. amounted In round

num-

bera to IRI.0Wi.Wi0, while In the 10
month* ending with April. 1904. the
export* amounted to f 104.16S.000. An I
It la found that In the 10 montha ending with April of the preaent year our
export* to Canada amounted In value

nearly

S1U.000.000. The** fignrea are xlgnlflcant
In view of the
fact that the United Rtatea haa not
enjoyed the name condition* of trade
with Canada with which the United
Kingdom haa been favored. Rngllah
produrta have been admitted to Canada at aucceaalve reduction a of 12 1-2.
25 and 23 1-3. percent, a* compared
with the dot lea charged r* Importation* from the United Rtatea. Deaplte
this dlaadvantage. the popularity of
American gooda. taken In connection
with the fact of thla country'a close
contiguity to Canadian marketa, haa
acted to Increaae the export* from the
United Rtatea to her near neighbor,
while Importa tr at Canada to the
United Rtatea also *how a ateady. but
▼ery

pj

so

to

bmm ao

rapid growth.

M 1^1

Littlefield & Co., Grocers

PORTLAND,

A T

New Hon

JL / a

•

Mrw

Funiithl
Hprtlal Kate* to Toailtlt

109-111 Commercial S»., Portland,
and l'rmk'i lilanH, Me.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

CapeM"inebeth

Uhe

lOO Room*. H«»h. OnhMln

Groceries, Heals

""si'"Ssw"k CLIFF HOUSE
C. B. DALTON,

—

_

_

_

It was pointed out that no Important
diamonds which have been stolen by
professional, diamond thieves within

last TOlf dozed yfers havf been
recovered by the owners, the reason
being that a band of expert diamond
cutters cut up the stones and change
their weights and appearance, so that
the

,

We make a specialty of supplying
Hotel*. Cottages, Schooners and Yachting Parties. In fact we have everything
In our line. Order Teams visit all parts

Prop,

when they are offered for sale they
are no longer
recognizable.
Tiffany & Co.'s reluctance to give
out information about the
robbery is

in line with t'.ie well-known policy of
that firm. It was said, and the story
became known only in spfte of the utmost efforts of that
concern, which always pockets its losses from thefts
m
lis Khops. which are very Infrequent.
It is known that no complaint
was made to the
police until the story

had

come

Pinkertons. wUo are usually employed in delicate investigations of this sort by
jewelers, were not called in. in spite
of the erroneous report to the con-

trary.
"It

out,

is almost

and

that

the

certain." said

ing lapidary, "that Tiffany's

diamonds.

"When a valuable stone haa be^n
M»rur*»d by mi bat It ut ton. or In any manner. It la panned to the dishonest lapidaries. who proceed to cat the big
*tonr» up Into smaller ones and to ro
shape the smaller ones. Ordinary unset stones of small size are abaolute'y

unidentifiable and are as negotiable
as bullion.
While the diamond !a tb«r
hardest substance In the world, It If
spilt with remarkable eaae.
"The thief embeds the diamond *o
lie split In a piece of hard wax. pla-et
blade carefully on
of cleavage, hits the steel a
a
piece of wood, and the
spllta like a piece of Ice. Tl.ls
a

razor

'cleaving.'

O

RIMLESS
EYEGLASSES

FOR

S3 KlmleH Gold Killed Kjr aiuN*. Warranted Ten
Tear*. St per pair.
These are set with best
quality spherical lenses and warranted to (It.
•S Solid Gold K. B. Frame*. S3.
Aluminum Frames, Gold Filled
Bridge, SOc
•1 Gold Filled Ejeflu* Chains OOe.
Specially Ground Lenses, SOc each and op
Remember! These are not cheap, ready-made
glasses, hut new and
fresh from the factory and the lenses are
ground or fitted up especially
for each case. I atn at
ray office every day and (rive my |>»rsoiial attention to each
patron. I have the Hnest optical apparatus in Maine. I Kxamlue the Ryes free and guarantee satisfaction.

Fishing Tackle

Bicycles and Sundries

the pear-ahapej dlamonda to produce
! regulation rmnd dlamonda. whlcb may
York Herald.
I bo7 aafely aold.**—New
•
•
—

aid all

Sporting Goods

Eastern Arms and Cycle Co. mmo'i?

Both 'Phones.

Austin £. PinRham
South Harp swell, Me.

THe Only First-Class
Livery and Boarding

SURPRISED!

Stables Here.

|

Stables in the

of the Merrieoneag House. Oar stock of carriages and teams are the latest
designs. Carriages to let with experienced driver for sigbt-».eeing
and all purposes. Have vonr
gage markel in care of Freight Agent A. £. Pink ham, Houttx
Harps we: L Stable h one ninato'i walk from steamboat wharf.
rear

HAMILTON <Si GRANNELL
Ch«btagu«'a Largest and B«at Stocked
Grocery and Prevision Store

Irrnrthio^

of lb« hftt »t IowmI (««h prtoe*. (hir MmI
Dfpartnrnt in nlOar !«•■« rUlt til m-llom of tb* UUnd tfTtnl tlmn
daily
tad deliver ordm. Remember our
location—Hamilton's

wiji wall tlockrd.

iu uuilrci
( Vlfap a.

Landing,

TEETH

KIT

THE

PACE

OR. FOSTER, Painless Dentist,

Portland Pl«r

come, that we dou't offer $6 00
OI«i«pi for 91.00. The answer
la plain, the cauee simple. We
are not anion* the cla» of hum-

buffrin* wouldt>e-Opticians,

LAUNCHES

ENCIIMI
GASOLINE

we

•re Experts In every detull of
this aciientille Optical Profession. Our Examinations alone
are worth 8 tines a* much as
tbe?e picked-up-would-he-optlclans are selling their O a*se#,
which are l»ound to Injure your
They deal wHh Ulaase*.
like a Pr«U Pe<MI*r haaA.ee bis
and
fruit,
you «nn Imagine. In
what dancer you pla«<e your
preeloas sight ;>a\ lug r« i
money to hare It ruined
IMI.VT KOROKT
we are Optleal Ki pert*, who are
showing the pnnple what science, thorough optleal knowledge can do. Ask a satisfied
Wearer of (liaises and be will
tell you, go to the

L MOTOR

|

sight.

SUPPLIES
and Repairs of
All Kimfa

80-foot half-caHin launch with
competent captain, to let by the
day or week.

James A. Martin
UNDERTAKER

PORTUNDEYE INSTITUTE

Ururiuat** of Kraliilmlnf.
I«dv In Atlendaoee.

• IO

Tvlrpbnn#

Congrats ItrMt,

SIO

New England Tel. 1M4-12.

Ol IR

Mianus Motor Works

People from far and near, people from Ihr country ere frequently wkitiK u», how d(«< It

J. JACQUES. Principal.

Are the mont perfect and ntinrtl that Dental Science can
We do PAINLE8U WORK- Our methods are the produce,
most apaway until the rough shape desired
and onr PRICES the LOWEHT.
la attained.
Then tbe pollaher comes proTed
Hilver Filling* 60c, Gold Filling! $1.00, Crown and
In.
He polishes the stone on the
Bridge
TeeA Extracted without Pain FREE. Im*hee1 and brings the faceta to the Work $4.00 a tooth.
brilliant polish of commerce.
proved lightweight Plates with Natural Oums $4.00. Lowest
"80 yon see that there la little Price srer offered in Mains.
rhance of recognising the Tiffany die
monds If they get Into tbe hands of
these gentlemen.
The tblevea have
but to grind away the longer end of

Base Beil Seeds
Cemera and Phete Seeds

Cutlery Ccat, Mfios, Revolvers

I. T. WORTHLEY, JR. —StSC?1- 478 Congress Strut
Preble House
(Up Stairs)

Prompt Serrice.

Summer Tourists' Headquarters

In order to advertise my
rapidly increasing optical liuiineiH, I have
to offer until
July '1, tbe?« special low price*, positively the lowquoted in Maine.

decided

est ever

Opp.

Rlfbt.

daily.

4

%P I

line
tap * th
liamond
li called

"Nest, two dlamonda are nibbed, toart her by the mtter, who holda onr
In each hand, the edges being groand

4

Oir Prices Are

the

1

«

of Peak's Island several times

SPECIAL LOW PRICES Until July 2.
%p O

& Provisions

OF ALL KINDS.

ers.

a leadwill never
any other person as an intermesee the stolen gems
again. The gendiary. Professing a willingness to do ! eral public Is Ignorant of the comparawhatever the belligerents might call
tive ease with which an expert may
upon him to do in forwarding the aim,
change the appearance of a diamond.
he. nevertheless, recommended that no
It is known that for several years a
Intermediary be employed, but that ' band of expert diamond cutters has
the two nations g»»t together by means
been operating here and abroad.
I
of their own plenipotentiaries for dlsam inclined to think that their den is
cuss'n* the situation face to face. In romewhere on the other side.
order to discover whether terms of
"The diamond cutting business is
peace ratlsfartory to both could not
a close corporation.
All of the operabe discovered and adopted without tives In
this country are Imported
consultation wlt\ or obvious enforcefrom one place.
They all know one
ment by. any third parties.
Precisely another and get big wages. While
this kind of suggestion has. it Is said, the vast
majority of these men are
never be'ore b#-en attempted
by a dis- honest, there are several scalawags
interested outsider.
among them, and It is understood that
Cxperts to Canada—Figures com- t!^ese men are engaged In disguising
or

y

ir\\
%. M M.

175 High St.
MC.

iDflQ

•

and let Croam Parlor
Home Bukrry. I«-e Cream. Hot and Colo
Lntnhe* wr»«l tt all hour* or
put
to take oof. If— Crram delivered np
at
reetdeuoe If ile«lr«l. W#
carry freati
bottled Oam and fine Print Bntter
Give «i« a can. n**t to llw Port (Hllre.

ALPHA T. CURIT

LIVER? and EXPRESS
CHEBEAOUE ISLAND, MB.

Our

Eitbuge St, PwUul, n
1*7-2.

When in ihe CHj TbM tbo

R.H .CLEAVES
CMbmu* Vairory

tJJ

Carriage Meets All Boils

American Dairy Lmich
if >.

Mii<

I)uVaM). Prop.

Tbe Imt f*1 food, qnk'kwl
iWTiot,
rroMinililr i>rlm.
100 KXDDLft ST.. POBTULMD
Nnrly opposite ibe pottofDoo.

WAUMBECK COTTAGE,

■ USTIN'S ISLAND.
MISS M. R. PATrKR*OX,
Prop.
Ideal mmmrr
boardinjr
Willi
nm-clMn Table. Pine airy roomi rate*
•I.On p«f' amy ami upward*.
Take
Strainer Maquolt of lit
Harp* well
SMMtiocI Co. Two round trip*
dally
trow Portland.

Few

"Find

WHY

Their Work"

The writer for the World's Wcrk
who inquired of twenty clergymen It
they would choose the ssme occupation If they had their lives to lire
over,
need not have been surprised to
find
nine who replied that
they would not;
car
the Investigator for Leslie's
Monthly who asked eleven teachers a
similar question to find
only one who
ins willing to say
yes.
Such expressions of disappointment can be
got out
of men and women of
any and every
vacation, says the New Bedford Standard. The person who wishes he were
nomothing else thsn what he actually
is can be found at almos*
any minute
of the day by any one who takes
the
pains to Inquire. Not much is

proved
by It. except that. In the first place,

there are too many squsre
pegs In
round holes, and that. In the recond
place, there are more pegs for which
there are no appropriate holes than Is
good fo' *he community. We have no

Question that the nine clergymen and
the ten teachers who wish
they had
chosen some other manner of life were
not conspicuous successes In the occupations they had selected, and It Is
rather to be doubted If all of them

would have been successes in
ac7 of
the occupations which they wish
they
had selected.
It is net difficult for a clergyman to
dream fhat he would have made a
great lawyer, or for a school teacher

I lost so many calves that I got
fight hvg mad. and declared war on the
men.

four-footed despoilers.
"One day my foreman and I

were

rounding up a herd of beeves
when hi a low, marshy spot we came

out

of the biggest bears I ever
we didn't have either
rifle or revolver, but as I looked at
the beast and thought of my dead
calves my dander got up. and it ocaero?*, one
saw.

Unluckily,

curred to me that we might throw our
lariats over him and hold him un'.il
some way of executing the death
penalty could be found.
"We thought it was a picnic, and so
It was. as far as throwing a rope over
Mr. Bear was concerned. My man got
his rope over the enemy's neck and I

pot him around one leg. It looked as
though we had him.
Dismounting. I
made the end of my lariat fast to the

to fancy that he would have been a
splendid captain of industry. But the
great lawyers and the splendid captains of industry might, if they would
tell some stories of disillusion about
the business.
They would certainly
say that If unsuccessful preachers and
teachers put no more effort and Interest Into tbe law or Into Industry than
they have put Into preaching and

Tibet'* C.000,000 people have to support nu army of 430 000 priests, who
protluce nothing but beautlfuiy illuminated copie* of the sacred
writing*.
They hold all the public offices.
One of the show-bottles in a
Derby
(Conn.) «lrug store eontaius the same
coloring matter that was placed In it
in 18G4. It is just as bright a blue us
it was the day the bottle was closed.

teaching, the end would be the same
disappointment and the same longing
for something else.
"Happy Is the man who has found

his work." It Is a pity that so many
persons hare apparently not found
the work that they could best do and

The number of timber sleepers on
the railways of the world is calculated
to be about 1.494.000,000. and their
value is estimated at about
$900,000,000. This item mak?s a serious drain

happy in H. But sometimes it appears to us ss if those who complain
because they did not choose rightly,
and who give up their thought to speculations of how much better they
could have done if they had done
something else, are not quite doing
themselves and their opportunities full
be

on

The secret of happiness in an occupation Is usually in the worker himself
more than it is In the occupation. And
it mostly comes from the disposition
and the determination to do the best
possible, even if a mistake or bad fortune have made a wrong choice. Not

field. which

fifty-six Chapel streets, 100 Queen
streets and
nearly as many High
streets.
If a letter were addessed to
one of these without further
definition
it might take some months before
it
would reach the address.
In the archipelago of Mergui. off the
coast of lower Burma. Aula, live the
•*sea gypsies."
Instead of carts

stump of a tree, but the foreman
stayed oil his pony. Grabbing a huge
rock. I got quite close to the brute and

dealt him a terrible blow in the forehead.
With a howl of rage he gave
a mighty lunge that broke the
rope
from the tree and started after me.
"But for the tremendous efforts of
tny companion, who still maintained
his hold. I would have been caught
and killed before I could have been
able to reach my pony. As it was, the
shave was extremely close, and the
bear was right at my heels as I got
in the saddle. All this time the foreman was tugging and hauling manfully, and if he hadn't been both
strong and skilful I'd have never lived
to tell this yarn,
in a few minutes 1
managed to get another piece of rope,
and this time old Silver Top was unable to break his fastening.
Both of
us then assaulted him with stones and
beat him into insensibility before administering the coup de grace with a

but every night they put back to the
shore.

What Is believed to be the largest
white sapphire ever discovered has
Just been brought to Berlin by M.

Heppmer, who'

men generally believe that the cost of
keeping them in such condition must
be considerably above the average.

This is not the case, however, for
In the stable of the firm an experiment
of mixing molasses with the feed has
been made, and the plan has been

Contest

found to be not only extremely economical, but also of exceptional value in
producing nourishment. It costs only
thirty-four cents a day to feed these
fine horses, which range from 1700 to
1800 pounds in weight. This, according to experts, is from twenty to
twenty-seven per cent, cheaper than
the old system of maintaining the
stock on oats and liny
entirely.
This is what th? sugar
refinery horses
eat: In the morning they get a
quart
and a half of Indian cornmeal. a
quart
of wheat bran, seven pounds of cut
hay and a quart and a half of sugar
house syrup, which remains after all
possible crystallization of sugar has

passengers

contest.

cAddress

taken place.
At noon each horse gpts four or five
quarts of oats and the night ration Is
the same as that
morning, ex-

visitor write your home address above and your

(Hotel

or

on

C«U|t

the line below

in,the

cept that five ponnds of loose hay is
placed In the stall In addit'on.
The hygienic value of the molasses
feed formula Is proved by an experiment which was made on two rundown
horses tliat had been kept upon ordinary rations. Their weights were
WW) and 1*2." ponnds when
tlipy were
put on tb«» molasaes system, and both
soon showed Improvement In
weiclit
and health.
At the end of six we*ks
the smaller had gained *JOf» pounds, and
the other was 181 pounds heavier.
New York 8nn.

AMrtu)

RULES OF THE CONTEST.

All coupons must be received at the Caaco Bay Breeze office, 148 Middle
Strrrt. Portland on or before August 19th and 12 midnight In order to be admitted In the contest. There
Is
no limit to the number of guesses
one
may nend as the coupons will be printed In each
Issue of the Breeze until
Augrait 17th. Of course the more guenses you send the surer the chance of
visaing at lea»t one of the awards. No one connected with this paper
or
with the Harpawell Steamboat Co., will be eligible to compete la this contest.

HOW TO GUESS.

The Harpswell Steamboat Co. carried during
June, July and August last
year 83.295 passengers to and from Portland on three steamers, the Aucoclsco.
Sebsscodexan and Maquolt, according to the accurate record kept on
eash
trip op and down the bay. This number does not Include passengers riding
from one landing to another In the bay, nor doea thla-conteat Include
auch
paaaengers In the number to b? guessed.
Hew many psasengera will be ear.
rled to and from Portland by the H arpsweil Steamboat
Company's three
steamers from June 1, 1305 to August 23, 1905 Inclusive la the
problem of
tftis contest.
By closing the contest August 19th no one will know Jjst how
many pasaengers are to be carried the remaining (We
days and n? one can
he said to be "on the Inside."
The winners will be anounced In the lasue of
>
Asgnst 24.

Hh»kMpf*r» ami lllawwttm.
An

I

American achoolboy. aaya the
T<ondn*h Chronicle. fcas written an eaaay on Hi* "Merchant of Venice." foil
of original matter. Thin la tiln Tlew of
Portia: "Portia wan a kind ami trnehearted yonng lady.
Kit* waa *+rj
cood-natnred. e«peclally to aome of her
gentleman frlenda. when tho«e yonng

colng to ehooae their roftlna.**
I lint the gem of the article reliitea to
men waa

Hhakrapeare hlm«elf. **The atory wna
written by 8hake«peare. who married
Hiawatha.
He waa born In Venire,

THE AWARDS.

The person guessing nearest the actual number
mar take choice of the
following;
A trip to New York and return Tla the Maine
cno
Steamship Co. with
day's board In New York City at a first-class hotel.
A trip to the White Mountains snd return rla the
Maine Central R. R.
with one day's
board at a first class hotel.
Choice
a
"de
of
luxe**
JO
Inch sofa pillow or a complete fishermen's out.
k
fit Including oilskin suit "Sou-wester" and rubber boots.
The next nearest guesser will take choice of the
remaining prizes an 1
the 3rd nearest g;ieww»r the remaining prize.
The New York trip may be changed to a trip from New York to Portland
Had return with one day's board at a flrat-class Portland hotel If
preferred.
T*n— portatlon on either trip win be transferable
to another part? by t e
winner If desired, and the name given ua before the
transportation Is made

Than

The tracking horses used by a big
sugar refining firm in Brooklyn. N. Y.,
are such fine, big, slc..-k-lookIng animals that their passage through the
streets attracts attention, and horse-

Harpswell Steamboat Co.

cottaf e address

for many

Over Twenty Per Cent. Cheaper
tl»* Oat* and Hay System.

Post.

9{ame

or

has resided

MOLASSES DIET FOR HORSES.

*****************************

hotel

in

Brazil, where he possesses
many mines. Before cutting, the stone
weighed 12T»0 karats, but a flaw caused
the clea%*age of a piece
weighing 400
karats. This piece will produce a cut
stone of 100 karats. That cut from the
larger piece weighs 418 karats, is two
Inches long and one inch and a half
wide and thick.
years

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR ONE GUESS

as a summer

they

covered boats, in which with their
families, dogs. cats, chickens and pets,
they float about on the sea and wander
from island to islnnd. By day they fish
or harpoon turtle or dive for
oysters;
own

New York and White Mountain

If here

burned several years

The saints have no fewer than 397
streets named in their honor in London.
There are 105 Church streets,

The Casco Bay Breeze

I guess
will be carried by the
during the term of this

was

ago.

in fancying thst better cculd have
been done, but in doing the best you
can where you are is found the
recipe
of contentment with a life-work.

Trip Guessing

the timber supplies of the world.

A bell cast by the Boston patriot.
Paul Revere, hangs in the bell tower of
the Chapman street schoolbouse. at
(Sreenfleld.
There is another of his
bells in the church at Suudcrland.
A
third one was In the church at North-

Justice.

hunting knife."—Washington

FAILS

MFERIOft
ARTIFIC'aL t.tCHT
QUENTLY THE C XUSE.

Caught Grizzly With Lariat
~In the winter of 1893." said Tim
Kinney, a ranchman of Rock Spring*.
Wyoming, "the bears in Bitter Creek
were surely a nuisance to the stork-

EYESIGHT

where he and the merchant ahot arof the aame fly wh»n boya.
It
waa here that he learned to
aea«on
inercy with Jnntlcf." Anna Hathaway
turned Into Hiawatha la a
really Intereating Caae of derangement.
rowa

ri*t«

|

Tlie anperlorlty of Ix>ndon orer Parla
In the matter of health, and
eapeclally
In the matter of tnhercnlar
dlneaaea,
la dne primarily to the fact that

there
fewer data In the Engilah
metrop*
olla than In the French. Tbe
exceaalre
deration of bnlldlnga dealgned to be
let
GUESS EARLY AND OFTEN.
In flata prevent* tbe
aunllgbt from
tbe
reaching
lower room a, and wo
Bend la your guesses when yon please and
bow yon
please, but send make* tbeae the
Wmm nil early enough to reach the Breeze "Onw Editor" on or before
breeding place* of
the'
•wry fowB of diteiw.-Ptrla JmtmL
dMag date of the contest.
are

of !•»• rai', On* *a4
Har* F«rl*«« U.Urt*-Ac*trl«n«
ITIIh It* Cirar, Vawatarlac, Vat

FRE.

All*
(ia*,
Haft

Via in* Caiaol Bar: Ika S>—.
New York, Juue 20.—No one can go
Into oar school* or meet > group of
children on the street without noticing
how large a number of tbem wear
spectacle*. The proportion seems to
increase yearly, and there are many
more who ought to wear passes.
The
experience of one teacher might be duplicated by the score. She knew Alice
was Inattentive and she thought she
was unusually stupid.
She said so
to the principal and sent n note to
the mother, requesting that the child
be helped at home if rhe wished her
to keep up with her r'asr.
Or.e day
after a blackboard explanation, the
teacher called upon the child and found
that she had not seen what bad been
written.
She was kept lifter school
and by dint of much symn;ithetfc questioning Miss C. found that Alice had
never been able to see wi»at was
put
on the board and that her head bad
ached so often and so hard that she
frequently failed to hrar what was
said.
Such a condition may be caused by
lack of proper food, hut In our American homes It Is usually due to the
poor
quality of the artificial light. The yelinsufficient
low.
light of tlip ordinary
kerosene lamp, with its smoky chimney, Is about as bad for the eyes as
can bo imagined.
Thr» flickering llclit
from a coal gas Jet Is hut i'ttie better,
aud even the clectric light, brilliant
as it usually Is, has an unsteadiness
due to variations in power, and a glare
peculiarly trying to the delicate nerves
of sight.
The comparatively new II-

Iumliinnt acetylene gns produces ns
nearly perfect au artificial light as lias
yet been found. It gives a cl'ar whit",
unwavering light, very brilliant, yet
perfectly soft, and so nearly lik-» the

rays of the sun that even colors appear as in daylight.
Fortunately. acety>ne Is very easily
and cheaply produced, and the simple
apparatus necessary can be purchased
and Installed in any home at a very
moderate eost. and the acetylene tun
be piped to convenient points iu the
house where a light Is needed.
It is
then lighted and extinguished and used
exactly like common city gns.
Acetylene is rapidly coming Into
common
use
in
homes, churches,
schools and institutions of all kinds,
and it is reasonable to expect that as
its use in the home increases, there
will be fewer defective eyes, particularly among cliildrcn. Poor eyesight
and the many Ills resulting therefrom
will undoubtedly be much reduced by
the use of this new lUuminant.

Birth of the Moon.
Year by year the moon is Retting
a few Inches-more distant, and. reversing the argument, year by year in the
great past the moon was nearer to us.
Prof. George Darwin has shown that

TO SHOOT MOTORISTS.

Marquis

Qussnabury

of

8AD1K

Pretty

ROBINSON.

Girl Suffered From Wen*
ousness and Pelvic CatarrhFound Quick Relief in
a Few
Days.

Plans to Uos

His Guru
The latest and most drastic proposal for checking reckless motorists is
that of the Marquis
of Queensbury,
who has inquired at the West London
police court "if I am at liberty to carry a revolver or rifle to protect my
self and my family
agalnat sudden
death on the road?"
His I^ordship said

he
resldsd In
Edith Villas, off the
Hammersmith
Road, and twice in the last ten days
he has been nearly killed in
crossing

the road. On Tuesday morning a motor car. going at a rate of at least 25

miles sn hour, came along without
any warning and grazed his arm.
He
dared not aend his
children to the
psrk. unless he were with them, ss
the nurse refused to take the responsibility. He had complained to the police. and had also wired to the commiss loner, but had received no
reply.
"I am not." continued the Marquis,
"a timid man. having served In her
late Majesty's navy, and lived
and

traveled extensively In the
outlying
parts of Africa. North and South
America. Australia. Russia and
Siberia. During
all those
travels 1
never carried arms, belnc a oeaceful
man.
Now I wish to ask the Magistrate If I am at liberty to carry a revolver or rifle to protect myself.
In

India or Africa If a man run amuck
he Is shot like a dog. and I ask what
difference there is between the motor
fiend and the man who runs amuck?"

—■ariiiinii

BY PE-RU-NA.

Miss

probably

get Into some difficulty If he
took a loaded rifle through the streets.
On the other hand. If he could get a

"that possibly the press might take
note of my application, and so
bring
to these motor drivers
an appreciation of the great danger they cause."

inspector

stated that that morn-

write*:

Irish Railways.
A tourist
writes from
Ireland to
complain of the desperate management
of the Irish railways.
She was restrained from enterirfg an express by
the awful warning of the porter. "This
train sthops nowhere at all."—Ixmdon

Ocfan

1'lant

Telegraph.

order of the Minister of Comall articles sent to the public
laundries of Paris must in future be
disinfected before being sorted out.
an

merce

street,

I.lnr.

to

It is estimated that the Parisians
alone spend $120,000 on confetti every
year.
NE23

OLDS

]

will live yon

ago the moon revolved close
to the earth, and still earlier formed
part of this globe. From that time to
the present he calculates at least flftyfour millions years must have elapseJ.
The
birth of the moon took
place,

MORE LIGHT
and brighten your darkest hours

11

yon

will connect
them to a Dyna-

therefore,

enormous tides, many times
greater
than those that wash our shores
today,
and he suggested that these
tides, by
their powerful erosions and
wasting
of the land, accelerated the
geological forces and so reduced the tremendous periods which the geologists have

Rand

Nova Scotia. «*ape
Breton, Prim* Kdwanl l>lau<l or NVwfomtdwad. six day' cnIn MM biDm
for jlH.
From Roiii n. every Tuesday
and Saturday 12 ihmiii. Re»t trout and
salmon tlsdiuig and shootiu>r. Beautiiul
Mrenery. This don't hulf tell it. Semi
stamp for ln>oklet. map*. etc. A. W.
Perry, Gen. Mgr., Union Wharf, Boston.

(rip*

long, long

I^ondon Telesays The
graph. somewhere about that date in
the past.
Sir Robert Hall observed
that wlien the moon was near to us
Its
attraction must have
produced

4

■

telegram ha J been received from
the chief commissioner, directing an
officer to call on the marquis and obtain particulars
of the accident
to
him.—London Chronicle.

By

Robinson,

"IVruna was recommended to me about
a year ago as an excellent
remedy for the
trouble* peculiar to our sex. and a* 1 found
that all th»t
said of this medicine was
true. 1 am pleaded to endorse it.
"J be/an to «*• it about xerrn
months ago for ire iknes* and nervousness, caused from overwork and
sleeplessness, and found that in a
few days 1 began to grow strong, my
appetite increased and I began to
nteep better, con*eiuentty my nervousness passed away and th
weakness in the pelvic organs suon disand
I
have been %cell
appeared
anJ strong ever since. "
Address I)r. S. B. Hart man, Present
of The Hartman Sanitarium,
Columbus,
O., for free medical advice. All correspondence strictly confidential.

a pistol he was at
liberty
to carrv it about.
"I thought." observed the Marquis,

a

Sadie

Maiden, Maw.,

license for

An

mo or any other
machine that
needs power.

Write for Catalog.

OLDS

GASOLINE

WORKS

ENGINE

C. A. SBEMEID. R. I. Hp.

*9-75 WASHINGTON ST, NOETH.

BOSTON, MASS.

demanded.—Boston Budget.

Bible Commentations.

Hook, fatl'.er of the Bishop of
Kingston, when taking the service In
Chichester Cathedral, of which he war!
dean, was frequently ovcrhearJ to say.
Dr.

"Here endeth the first lesson, and a
very good lesson, too—a most excellent lesson!"
IVan Burgon, his suc-

cessor, had a similar habit of thlnkiftg aloud. He oncc concluded a reading with: "Here endeth the second

lesson, though why on earth It should
end there I am sure I cannot Imagine."
The late Rev. D-. Norman Mcl^eod, a
noted Scottish peeacher, used to make
some curious comments while
reading
the Bible in the pulpit. One
Sunday,
at the Old Baronr church. Glasgow, he
read from the Psalms: "I said In mine
haste, all men are liars." and added:

"Ay, Dauvld, and had ye taken time to
think the matter over, ye'd probably
have reached the same conclusion."

ALL DC Wg

OUT.

Vetemn Joshua Heller, of 700 South
Willnut stroot. rrbnna. III., snys: "In
the AM «»f
iift«»r taking Ifctsn's
Kinney rum I tolri
the render* of thla
pufwr that Ihty Imd
rHIfrwl me of kiddlatronlde.
ney
|h««I of a lame
with
back
pitln
arro*« my loin* and
be!ten til the ftlmnlI Mir in sr
der blade*.
which
the Interval
ha* elap*ed t have
bad occasion to reaort to I>oan*a Kld-^
Pill* When I
ney
noticed warning* of
On each
•n attack.
and every ormalon the rnmlta obtained
were

pilla
I

Mtl«f«pfor; aa wben the
flmt brought to my notice.
aa emphatically
endorse tb«

Jiidt

an

were

jnat

proration to-day aa I did orer two
year* a*o.~
Foater Mllbnrn Co., BofT*lo, IV. Y*
proprletora. For Ml# by all drafglata,
prteo 50 canta par bo*.

I

NERVOUSNESS AND
WEAKNESS CURED

The Magistrate. Mnr I^ane. said the
application was an interesting
one.
no
doubt the Marquis had good
grounds for complaint.
But he would

ing

n

y
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Let Libby
Serve Your Soup

Tom»fc>. JnlWnn*. C'xunmm', Chicken. Mn11i?atawn^T. or Otta>l will
ptHN tb* tmo*t
(ulxiie**. Tm; are quxkly ptrpared-dflkloii lo
*l«ay» hiUIkkkj.

Libby's

Corned B*«f Hash
Ox Tongue*

Food Products

Bon«l»M Chicken
Soupe

Vienna Sftunf*
Hem Lroef

TVrnr ftrorerrhaa them

Llkbv, MoNelU A Llbby, Chlct|o

CANDY

OATRAITM

PEARY

NEARLY READY.

000 square mile*;
the making of geodetic measurements which will determine the exact shape of the globe: the
further study of the interesting magnetic phenomena and their
varying
phases, and the investigation and perhaps the solution of other and no less
interesting problems in the realms of
natural science.
The advantages of Peary's plan and
route are
a fixed land base 100 miles
nearer
the Pole than
on any other
route; a more rigid ice pack extending
poleward than is to be found on the opland
posite side of the Pole; a richer
base to which to return, and a wellknown line of communication and
retreat from the ship to comparatively
low latitudes.
Powerful factors working for his success are 1st. a suitable ship (which he
has never had before); 2nd. his
Ion?
and exhaustive personal exfterlence ot
these
and
regions;
3rd. his thorough
conacquaintance with and ability to
and
the
trol
utilize
Eskimos.
As an additional basis for the
conviction
of Peary's
friends that the
coming ex|>edition will be successful.
Is the fact that the average air line distance from .start to finish of his
four
sledge Journeys in the same regions in
the years 1892. 1893. 1900 and 19<»2 is
a little greater than the air-line
distance of his
proposed sledge journey
from his ship on the northern shore of
(•rant l-and to the Pole: and the airline distance of his sledge journey in
the spring of 190© is such that had his
now
startin«
point been where he
to have his
proposes
ship, it would
have carried him beyond the Pole and
hack again.
The ship will carry a wireless teletwo
graph outfit, which, with one or
relay stations in Greenland, will keep
her In communication with the permanent telegraph station at Chateau Bay,
l*abrador. and thence by existing lines,
with New York.
By the name means, communication
with Peary
will be possible for a portion of the distance at least, when in
February. IWm;. his sledge party leaves
the ship for the Pole.
Peary's plain
and objects have enlisted the
warm
who
interest of President Roosevelt.
says: "Peary and Nansen are the two
best men of our generation h: Arctic
exploring work. No better, and I may
add. no more characteristically American work
could be done than Peary's
efforts to go to the Pole."

Continued from page 1.
Its moral effect and value.
It is important to observe that the
nations which hive attained success
In commercial achievements are those
whose people have been actuated by
a spirit of adventure and
exploration.
In one respect Is this
brought forcibly
to the mind of
and
student
every
thinker. The whaling
has
fishery
added Immense
wealth
to
Great
Britain and to Continental nations on
the North Sea. as well
as to
the
I'nited States, through the result of
the explorations which were made in
Spitzbergi-n and on the eastern and
western coasts uf Greenland
and
in
the other polar regions.
Here, tn this country and this city,
the names of Henry Grinnell. George
Peabody. Elisha Kane are indelibly associated with the work.
The attainment of the Pole, aud the
conquest of the remaining unknown
polar area, with its probabilities
of
new lands, and its |>ossibilities of new
mineral deposits and whaling grounds,
means for this country and for this
city the enrichment of Its museums
with valuable material and
collections. and its studies with important
data.
More than this, it means National

Prestige.

Nansen's expedition, fitted out by
his King, his Parliament, and wealthy
private citizens at a cost* of some
impressed the world with
the material which makes up the descendants of the Yikinss.
Abruzzi's expedition, costing $200.000, was worth to Italy many times
Its cost, for it drove home to the civil-

ized world the fibre of which Italians
are made.
Should an American j>lant the Stars
and Stripes on the Pole, every American at home and abroad would feal
prouder for being an American, and
that increment of justifiable pride to
millions of us would alone be worth
Ten times the money outlay.
The attainment of the Pole means
present and future enduring fame for
this country.
It means the sign of man's final
physical conquest of the earth.
It means an impetus to further geographical work by this country in
other imi>ortant fields.
It means an object lesson in the
spirit of emulation, of high ideals, of
persistence and determination; and a
spur and stimulus to every boy and
young man with an atom of energy
or ambition and intelligence, throughout the length and breadth of the land,
A
and to their children after them.
stimulus far beyond tlfat of text books
or precepts, and the value of which
dollars
and
cannot be gauged by
cents.
It means that we pluck and hold
forever the last of the great world
prizes for which strong and adventurous nations have struggled.
A prize never to be re-won. never to
be surpassed.

New

All that exi>erience and all that the
architect can
of the naval
newsuggest will be combined in the
ship that the Peary Arctic Club is having built in Maine for the final effort
to reach the North Pole. Fashioned of
unusual strength and girded and armored as was never Arctic craft before,
it is the t>elief and hope that she may
force her way through the interfering
ice to within reasonably easy striking
the
distance of the topmost point of
the
globe. The intention is to force
the frigid
vessel
as far north along
shores of Grant I-and as possible, and
there, from this utmost land base, to
sledge across the great central
i>olar
shore
from giving a
pack. Apart
base a hundred miles nearer the Pole
than
WtHftd Kmht J—if
t»anj. tlu*coast-line here will giVe an easier line
of retreat on the return trip. To carand two years' supplies
ry the party
so far northward into the great
ice
barrier of that region, the new vessel
will be strong enough to force its way
successfully through the opposing floes,
and. by reason of her great endurance
and the i»ower in her engines, be able
have
to cleave a way where others
failed.
she
The new ship Is not large, but
is of ample size forthe work for which
has
she is designed, and everything
been done
to make her handy
and
Her principal dimensions
serviceable.
are: length
on
load water-line, between perpendiculars. 161 feet: length
over all. 185 feet; beam, maximum, at
load water-line. 34 feet: beam,
over
all. 35 feet 3 in.; mean draft. 10 feet
full-load displacement, about
1,500
tons.
The structural
get-up of the craft
will be
very massive, and the stem,
stern |s»*t.
keel. keelsons and frames
will all be
of very carefully selected
white oak. fastened and secured
with
exceptional thoroughness. The frames,
molded at
heel 16 inches ami at head
1» Inches, will be spaced only 21 Inches apart, from
center to center.
Immediately over the frames will Ik* laid
a double rourse of 5-inch planking, the
inner course of yellow pine and the
outer course of well-seasoned white
oak.
I let ween the two courses will be
a sheathing
of tarred hemp on tarred
canvas.
The courses will be secured
to the frames very thoroughly.
Insld<the frames will be covered with 3-inch
the utmiw
pine celling, aad
yellow
be exercised during the
caution wlil
construction to Injure thorough waterbeams will be of yeltightness. The
low pine, and of exceptional stoutness.
The main
deck beams will be spaced
four feet apart, from center to center.
or on every
other frame.
The lower
M-ams will
l»e spaced directly under
the deck beam*.
As shown on the cross section, all
of the*** Wains will be well anchored,
and most
extensively tied by numer-

Commander Peary's Ion* ami pen
has
a
o<>nal experience
suggested
plan of campaign which commenns
itself to those who have studied the
subject, both as holding strong promise of a successful attempt to reach
the Pole, and as affording opportunities of Arctic exploration and observation which can hardly fail to yield
results of interest to the scientific
world.
Briefly stated, his plan is based upon the Smith Sound, or "American"
It contemplates a
route to the Pole.
powerful and strongly built ship which
he can force to a bas«- within less than
."><*» miles of the Pole; the utilization
of the utmost efforts and full resources
*>t the Eskimos, and the use of dogs
for tractive power.
Peary proposes to start early in

established a persub-base at Cai>e Sabine
on
the west side of Smith's Sound, and
secured the services of necessary Eshis
vessel
north
kimos. to force
through Kan»- Basin and Kennedy
and Robeson Channels to the northerly coast of Grant l^and (or of Greenland. if the conditions should compel it), and there winter within less
than Ave hundred miles of the Pole.
The trip to Cape Sabine presents
no particular difficulty, and the exl»erienre of past years seems to render
it reasonable to hope that the further
trip of 260 miles through the Ice to
the proposed winter quarters for the
ship can be made by a suitable vessel
(such as that now building) during
the first summer.
From the winter
qnarters thus established, he propoaes
to start north over the
polar pack
with a small, light pioneer party of
picked Eskimos, followed by a large
main party with reserve supplies, early
in the month of February, 190€, thus
affording a period of five months (durIng which experience has taught that
tfcc Ire of the Polar Ocean la practicable for travels In which to explore
and. It I* hoped, to traverse the distsncc of leas than flvc hundred miles
between the vessel and the Pole.
The failure of the vessel to force Ita
way through the Ice of Kennedy and
Hobeson Channel* during the first
mimmer. which la, of course, within
the
possibilities—while
postponing
the dash for the Pole until February,
afford
a
would
further
IJKi".
opportunity for observation* of the greatest
July, and. having
manent

The living spaces will be comfortabbut very simply finished,
and the
ship will be lighted both by electricity
and oil lamps.
The motive iK»wer will consist of a
single inverted, compound engine, drivand
single 11-foot propeller.
ing a
steam will
be supplied by two watertube boilers and one Scotch boiler. Under
forced draft the engine will be
able to develop 1.500 Indicated horseand under natural draft 1,000
power.
indicated horse-power.
There will be a steam capstan
and
steam steering gear.
The vessel's rig will be sufficient to
render
her manageable
and fairly
All masts
sail alone.
speedy under
will be
and the rigging
pole masts
crucible steel wire.
This ship presents a complete
reversal of previous custom in
Arctic
and Antarctic ships, in that instead of
being a sailing ship with puny auxishe will be a powerful
liary engines.
steamer
with merely
auxiliary sail
l>ower.
She will
of
combine the qualities
and
?hape which, as in the "Fram"
"Gauss." insure
her lifting
under
heavy Ice
pressures, with the raking
stem and irresistible
ramming qualities of the largest Scotch whalers, and
to or greater
than the
l>ower equal
most powerful ocean-going tug in New
York harbor.
She will be the first ship ever built
In the Western Hemisphere for Arctic
Discovery, and will be the ablest ever
built anywhere for this purpose.*'

ly

•

admirable opportunity, geographer*
That
and scientists are unanimous.
at opportunity la afforded for the obaervation of problems of the utmost Im
portance can admit of no doubt whatan

«

I

[

tical stiffness, each beam will be supported by tie-rod stanchions of steai
and wrought-lron
piping, so arranged
that they may be set up from time to
time during construction, thus to provide against any sway developed
In
building and to Insure a most rigid supla
port. As can be seen the craft,
built to w'thstand very heavy pressure
acting normally to the side*, bilge* and
the shape of her crossbottom; and
section I* such as to raise the vessel
out of water
as the Ice pack presses
take the
upon her below water. To
worst of the rub of passing Ice,
the
how. the stern and the water-line will
be armored.
The water line armoring,
extending completely between the bow
and
the stern will be of greenheart
planking, the heaviest and toughest,
moat wear resisting wood known, this
protection planking nlone coating at
the
rate of 9*0.00
The
Per plank.
wood
cornea from the
Philippine Is

»

••••■»

The
"Roosevelt" as the new ghip
will be called has been building
in
Maine shipyards since last fall
and
for the past two months has been
in
Portland receiving the finishing touchother equipment.
es. the engines and
Visitors have been frequent and
the
interest shown is manifested by
the
desire
for souvenirs, which goes so
far as to
create a demand for canes
made from
the greenheart wood
of
which the
outer
sheathing of the
ship is constructed.
ine Kooseveit
will sail on to New
York
as soon
as possible, probably
within a week, as the start from that
city is scheduled for the eayly
part
of next month.
The plans already decided upon
provide for a supply ship,
which is to follow the expedition next
-fatt, carrying coal and supplies, in « order that the
Roosevelt may not
be
in
obliged to stint the use of power
ramming her way through the Polar
ice.
Commander Peary expects
her
to walk steadily through one and onehalf feet of solid ice and to be able to
advance at a good rate
by ramming
through Ice two and one-half feet
in
thickness. Her cost, fully equipped, if
estimated at about $300,000, most
of
which has
been raised by the president and member* of the Peary Arctic
club.

Peaks Island
Thf shores

of Peaks Island
were
attractive than this year.
Several new
and handsome cottage*
have been built, among them being the
fine cottages of
Mr. W. H. Chase,
which fairly
fronts the
Forest City
landing, though overlooking It by aIxMit fifty feet.
At Trefethens
and
Evergreen the cottage* are fast being
taken up as they are either let or occupied by their owners.
never more

The Kern club held their first
fortshore dinner last Saturday, the
club numbering 49, which Is the membership limit. They own nearly an
acre of land at Evergreen.

nightly

Th»* summer home of James B. Totten "Sea Ixxlge" has -been newly
renovated and repaired and is presenting
an attractive appearance.

Th»» Bay State cottage has been sold
to Mr. Fred Wadsworth
of the Delano
Planing Mill* Co.. and he will move in
al once.
The cottage was occupied by
Mr. If. Hammond last season.
Another cottage which has changed
hand* Hlncc
last year
Is the Three
Friends at Kvergreen.
The (Jem theatre opening last Mon
day evening wan excellently attended.
The large
float which
ia always
placed at Forest
City landing each
unmmcr wu anchored in poaltlon laat

through-bolts riveted up Inside. To
still
provide
greater
athwartshlp
strength, earh beam will be supported
braces
of yellow
by heavy
diagonal
likewise
and
well anchored
pine.
thorough-bolted. To give greater ver-

la the evolution
from
con
Peary's twelve yearn of almost
tinuous work In these high latitudes;
his extensive
personal acquaintance
with the region ffom Cape York
to
N. latitude; his thorough
*4 degrees
with climatic and other
familiarity
his complete control
conditions, and
of the Eskimos.
Of the scientific value of the experImenta. observation* and explorations,
afford
for which this expedition will

Among auch problems, there occur
questions presented
the geographical
by the unexplored arctic area of 3,000,•

tled.

ous

Interest.
This plan

ever.

for Work in Arctic Seas.

cunning

Campaign.

Plan of

Ship

lands.
The main deck will be planked
with 3-inch by 4-inch yellow pine most
carefully calked, and the hatch coamings. of stout white oak. will be nearly
as high
as the top
of the bulwarks,
freethereby adding to the effective
board of the ship.
The vessel will carry two
deck
be
houses, and the forward one. will
portable. When the ship has reached
as far north
as It is possible to force
her. this deck house may or may not
be carried
ashore to serve as winter
of
quarters, and. upon the departure
the sledge expedition, as a store-house
for the more important supplies. The
crew will be comfortably housed in the
forecastle. It is highly likely that the
Eskimos and their dogs, which
Commander Peary will take on at
Whale
Sound, will be housed under the forecastle: but this Is a detail not yet set-

week.

Mrs.
Charles* King Is entertaining
Mm. Fred Ifowiand during Mr. King's
absence In Mexico.

Mr. and Mrs. A. I,. Merry and
Miss
Qladys Merry are at the Puritan cottage. This cottage Is In a very
attractive location.
The Island houses are about all open
for the boarding season now.
The Peak* Island Hooae haa
been
some weeks wlt4»
open
Mr. R. E.
Rowe manager in his old position of
last summer. The house Is owned by
a syndicate now.
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Varney and Mr.
D. W. Hawkes hare opened their cottage for the season.
The Rastwooda of Springfield
are
again on
the Island for the summer

having opened their cottage on the bill
recently.
Mr. R. W. Hunt has taken one of the
Uae cottages and will occupy tt this

aeaaon.
Miss

i

thiser

Blanche Lawrence,
and Charles Stanley

Miss Van
the
of

iwL iT®?*.0/

are

Peaks Island House.

8t°PP>ng

the

at

V

k.

"1

Great Diamond I.

The golf links at
Great Diamond are
in fine condition and are
used more or
less every day thus
early in the season.
Some exciting

tournaments
are expected during the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H.
Schlosburg and
family, who purchased the Dr. Talbot
cottage some seasons ago are here for
the summer.
Mr. and

Mrs. Charles Foster

again occupying the Doten cottage

are

last season.

One of the shore
cottages
owned by the Bryants and

as

formerly
Berrys is

occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Charles
\\ yer this
were

early

season.

comers.

The

E.

Wyer family

Miss Helen Thaxter and
Roger Thixter. who
have been away at college
during the winter are home again and
are to
spend the summer
at
the
Thaxter's island home here.
The
Gilson cottage has been taken

again by Mr. and
who

They

son.

Mrs. Levi Turner,
had it the last of last summer.
were at the Cloverly one
sea-

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lewis
of the
Somerset in
Portland, are located in
their summer home on the Point.

Mrs. A. S.
Megquier and
Gilson will open their cottages
soon at

Harry

very

the Point.

The large "tower cottage" owned by
John Smith has been let to Mr. Richard Shannahan
and family, who occupied the E. G. P. T. coitage last season.

Mrjand

Mrs. Arthur Laughlin are
here for the early part of the summer
at their cottage.

Mr. and Mrs.
Franklin H.
Morse
family have reopened their fine
cottages and are warmly welcome among the island i»eople.
and

Some of the cottage lots on the
land are in the market and are

Is-

being

advertised for sale.

The
members of the Savoir Faire
club will visit the island
Friday and
wfll take dinner at Windermere.
r

I Little Diamond I.
Thomas Burges, who will be ordained at New York this month, will be at
the island this summer as usual.
He
spoke at El well hall several times last
year, conducting
services on Sunday
evenings and also at the Brown
Memorial chapel.

The artistic home of Mr. and Mrs.
J&mes Moore has been improved each
season
until it is a charming
spot.
The Moores are here for the summer.
Mr.

H. J. Edwards of Portland

is

down for the
season.
He is recovering from an accident last winter.
The Smiths have sold their first lot
of land and soon, no doubt, mos: of the
residents
of that pretty section will
own their lots as many have been
desirous of securing land there.
Miss Elsie
who has been
Smith.
in the Portland High school,
with Mr. anil Mrs. Abiel M. Smith are
at their cottage
here.
Miss Smith is
a graduate
of Vassar and
received
honor in mathematics.

teaching

Two Vassar
College teachers have
taken the
the
cottage formerly of
Eckermans
and will conduct a sort
of private summer school, tutoring several young ladies.
Miss Choate
and
Miss Harris arrived last week at this
cottage.
The
Dr. Eckermans of New York
will not summer at Little Diamond this
year, much to the regret of all
who
knew them.
Mrs. Charles Hollls,
aiso a summer resident for
nearly twenty years will be absent this season.
The cafe will be opened this
summer under the
management of Brunswick parties and It Is expected a flrat<lass place will be run. where the cottagers. who wish, may take their meals
and relieve themselves of the cares of
the table.

Long

Island

They returned to Boston
day evening
boat after

on
a

the

Sun-

visit.
Warren Horatio Prescott of South
Boston is a guest at the Brackett's at
their cottage for a week's outing.
Mr. and Mrs. L. O'Donnell of Portland came down for the summer Saturday afternoon last.

J. H. Thompson and family of Everett arrived on the 11 a. m. boat Tuesday morning and will spend the summer at their
cottage the "Coronado"
at the east end.
Mrs. E. J. Woodman and Miss Ethel
of Portland are at the Bay View
cottage having
arrived Monday for

Ilsley

the

summer.

Mr. Horatio

S. Brackett of Somerville.
Mast*., and family and their
daughter. Miss Lena A. arrived here
on the island
Saturday to spend the
season at their cottage "Edgewood" at
Woodbury Square. This is their fourteenth year on the island.
S. H.
Marston has a fine
Lovell & Covell's chocolates

summer

Mrs.

trade.
A. C. Wood

line of
for
the

and daughters,
Bertha of Portland
are
at their camp
"Anchorage" on Island
the summer months havavenue for
ing arrived Saturday.

Mabel and

Mrs.

Louisa R. Wetherbee
ami
Florence of
daughter,
Worcester.
Mass., are here at their summer cottage the
Bid-a-wee on Island avenue.
Miss Wetherbee
left for Worcester

yesterday.
Guy Cunningham and Chas. Burnham were among thorn* that witnessed
the performance at the (Jem Tuesday
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton T. Sweet and
Cedric of Greene, Ale., art*
at
the "Ilsieyhurst" cottage for a week's

son

outing.
Mr. ami
Mrs. Charles P. llsley of
Portland were hereon the Island Sunday at their cottage.

Damon
been
Marshall, who has
clerk at the Casco Bay wharf, has been
transfered to the Portland pier comhis duties
mencing
there Monday.
Isaac llsley is the new man here.

George B. Gray and family of Westbrook. Me., are here at their
sum-

mer cottage
at thr west end
arrived Saturday.

Mr. and Mrs.
bridge. Mass..

having

A. E. Long of Camthe Longwood
cottage at the east end. They
arrived here on the Saturday l>oat.
are at

Captain Benjamin McYane was visiting his parents here Monday evening last.
Miss Ethel Harding was the guest
of her friend
Miss Marjorie Meserve
at her parent's cottage here on Beach
avenue

Saturday

and

Sunday

last.

MARRIED.

Captain

of Casco

ded to a

Bay
Chebeague
day.

Steamers WedGirl Wednes-

The marriage of Miss Bessie
A.
Hill and Capt. Manley Littlefleld took
place at the home of Mr. anil
Mr*.
U -A. Hamilutn at. Woodier ds yester-.
day at eleven o'clock in the morning,
the local Methodist minister performing the
ceremony.
Capt. Littlefleld
is a H»n of Mr.
George \V. LittleQeld
of Chebt-ague
Island and Miss Hill
nas also been a resident of the island
with her uncle
stopping
and aunt,
Mr. and Mrs.
Eben K. Hates.
Both'
are very
|topular young i>eople and
well known in
Casco Bay.
Among
those attending from Chebeague were
Mr. and Mrs. Eben E. Bates, Mr. and
Mrs. George
W. Littlefleld,
Misses
Dolly and Mattie and Master I<eslie
LittleflHd, Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln
F.
Hamilton and Miss Jennie Hamilton.
The

Jefferson.

The Fenberg
Stock Company
has
scored another great success with the
play "When We Were Twenty-one."
The company has certainly got
the
business
"coming to them" and can
well be pleased with the way they are
being received thus early in the season.

Riverton Open.
The
famous Riverton
I'ark. the
most beautiful recreation ground
of
Maine is open and the profornianees
are given
daily at the rustic open-air
theatre.
Cars
leave the
oi
head
Preble stVeet every 15 minutes direct
for the Park.

She Believe* It.

of Portland
men
young
ftrmprlaed of (Maude Berry,
Clifford

Manson.
Clarence
l<af!)n, Thomas
Brunei and
David Marshall
came
down Saturday and opened camp
Wigwam for the summer.

Miss Althea Young of Boston la at
the Radcllff
cottage at the east end
for the season.

Sumner Fogg of Portland was visiting here
Monday the guest of his
friend. Mr. Philip Meaerve.
Prank A.
Mariner and Mtsa Yen*
Wood of Boston apent
Saturday and
Sunday at D. A. Marlner'a cottage In
(leorge

R. Knight and
family of
Hill. Somervllle, Mass..
ar-

rived here on the 6 am. boat Saturday atornlng and will spend the season at their cottage at Raat End
Saturday and Sunday last Mr. and
Mrs Horatio 8. Brackett entertained
at their cottage, Mlaaes Mary aad Lilly Belle Bates, Mrs. A. L. Hatheway.
Mr. Gilbert H. Smith of Philadelphia.

Slake

Them

fleaur*.

Ge*«lM

■

Tbere are two csseutial* to a successful picnic, one Muk a
careful
choice of fiesta. One fussy. fault tint!-

Inc. tluild or hysterical persor can iuar
the pleasure of twenty. So tlie iienon
planning a picnic must take tbe Idiosyncrasies of all whose name* are

ilown on the list Into careful consideration atul leave out Jealous wives,
girl* who Hcreani and faiut at a caterpillar or crooked stick and. al»ovc all.
leave out the practical Jitker and the
one who "nn-ks the lioat.**
The next csseutial is a g:>od ami satisfying luuch. The majority of those
who provide for picnics run to made
salad**. Jelly cake and Juicy pies, with
a few sandwiches.
Man d w*s not live
by salads alone nor yet sweet pickles.
Taking into account the numlicr of
IK'jple to l>e present ami the fact that
outdoor air always slian»euft the a|»petite. the lutichci»ii should Ik* plauned.
It will lie found that solid meat*, with
bread and water cress for an addition
instead of claliorate salads, are l»est

n|i>r«ciatnl.

Fur twenty crown |»eopIe and five
children the following Is enough. with
little to leave: A coM iuixI les of
lamb. two c wxl sized Iir»il«>:l Hliokctl*.
a iNM-f tongue and half :i I toiled bam.
A lot of his sandwiches. nit inility little tlmv coniwil tiling, may I*' made
of tbe li:im liefore start ill-:. each wrap|hh| iii waxed iMpcr. All tla«* n>Mt of
the inmtM call Ik' rut at home into
slin's ami packed into Inrit1 si'.wl sir«»cery plates of wood. wrapped In the
waxtil paper.
Bread cut ami Imtter»►.! and imiIkk of mild t liH'sc are wrapped also in the waxtil pa|ter. These
little wooden dishes. such as butter,
etc.. is parknl in. can In* purchased
by tlit* hundred f »r a few cents ami
wheif tltey are used can In* tlir,»wn
away. They conte In several sli*|tes.
For ri'li^litN bottles of olives and
small pickles may Ih> taken.
Then If
aoiue one really must slutw her skill
at
inakhig cakes let them In* s ► >1.
wholesome cimkii"* for tlie elilklren
ami a nut or pound cake f »r l>is f >!ks.
Jelly or layer cake is a sorry lookins object after reaching tlie picnic

ground.

Fresh fruit in mms.hi is excellent.
Butter should Ik* put into a
wide
mouthed Jar. Knives and forks are
really unnecessary at a picnic wliere
everytliius ba< been carved Iteforehand
save for forks to lift tbe pieces with
from tlie bis dish. No china is needed,
lint a ilirx>u or so of t!n cups for those
who must have tlicir tea or coffee and
s|m>>iis may In* taken. A teajn.t and
coffcc|tot then become necessary. but
should Ih» of the uiost primitive descripNo table linen is required. for
tion.
the dainty Japanese paper napkins ami
cloths an* at once pretty and neat.

They

cod but a trifle. Tlie waxed
palter for wrappins the different articles
can 1m* obtained at any grocery. and
th«» cost is very small.
The catcrins should I** Intended for
really liunsry |tcople out for a woodland day. and the plainer and more
sultstantial it Is the more it is enjoyed.
Tlie clean wooden dishes, the pretty
napkins and the viands, each wrap|ted
neatly in the waxed pa|tcr. give tbe
touch of daintiness.
Of such thing-*
are really great picnics made.
IIoit

to Make ( iruralirr falrhny.
r«"l ami grille fresh Rnrii cucuuilien*. siicli ;m would ln» Hlinil for the
table.
I.n.v on ;i ch«»esecloth spread

strainer ho that the xurplu*
will
drain
off.
Season
two
quart* of this pulp. presaed fiw from
Ju!<r. our pint of finely chopped onion,
one cup of fmtliljr grated horseradish,
with » tahlcspoonful of (tepper and Mix
level tal»le«|»ootifuli« of sugar niul a
tahlespo uiftil of Halt, or ciidiikIi to
make it taste rij;lit.
Thin amount
fdioiilil Ik* put itito three »piart Jar*
mid (nii-li jar tilled with cold vinegar.
S«ril and *et away in a cool, dark
place. The catchup will keep ail wint«*r.
over

a

linn

to

Protect

IMnnos.

A growing plant nhotlld In» kept In
the room Willi a plan ». say* a piano
timer.
Ah lout; a* the plant thrive*
the piano will Ih» in tune and In gi**l
condition.
The reason that >n piano
In injured hy a dry. overheated room I*
that nil the moi*tnf¥ Is taken out of

moisture nnd gathers m »re on
davH.
When tliin moisture U
dried out the l»onrd flattens nnd Anally
cracks.
aorne

damp

I In** to

u

IVrnuw n fellow fee<|« hl» wlf«
A trnchel of hot air
Bhe think* he. lend* I ho *treniK>u* life
And ha* a Iffiul of <ni*.
Ami when for him oh** h^ ivr* a slurh
lie *lowly wink* the other eye.

Obliging.

"Johnnie, don't let
audi n thing again.**
"All right, mamma.
turn your head?"

me

Mr

you

do

Will jroti plea*

Conditional
"Are you hungry. Johnnie?"
"Yea, mamma, I terribly hungry If
yon har® got any of that atrawberry
Rhortrnke."

Island avenue.
Winter

to

the Hounding l*»ard. Tlie hoard in forced Into Il*e center. nnd. though the
w<mh1 is Hiipp<r<«H| to l»e an dry iih pswaihle when tliin Is done, it contain*

and Mr*. Clifton 9. Wadjr of
Brooklyn. N. Y., with their children.
Clyde and Canity are expected here at
thHr summer home about July
They
will, as in seasons past, be here until
late in the fall.

A party

How

Jillee

Mr.

Mr. and Mm. A. K. Down* and son,
Frank of Boston
have returned after
a
weeks visit to Mr. William
Horr.
Mr. Downs- la
superintendent of the
Health (apartment of Boston.
fhoma* O'Netl and daughter, Mary
are among the oummer arrival* here.
They are at their cottage the "Dresden."

PLANNING PICNICS

delightful

Hit Fsrorii*.

Cot not your pearl* before the «wtn«;

They'll

view the (em« with acorn.

To make a b;< hit with the pic
Tom him a load of corn.

Owtta So.
"What make* your neighbor call hi*
doc RomeT*
"Beeaoae that bad boy of hi* makaa
bin bowl."

w

<

h

I iilfTci

It l<»
I'iinj- to wiihIi hii<| Iron tli«»
l**ttcr kind* of HiifT »n and iu;ik«* If
look mm gunl iit now. M ik.- a latticr
with aoa|» powder In w.irirt wntrr. ItiMt
flu* ctrifTon In till* for nlrmt (m inlti

ntw, do not rob. bat fat I mrpfnlljr Ik*
flic linnd* nnd aqoe«*xr gently
two or three limw, 'Pirn
pla«e It l»e

twmi

twwi the foltN of n < l»nn *>ft towM
nn<1 pre** In it until ino«t of the tnol*
tnre I* alnori»ed
Iron on the wrong
wide while *tlll damp. ittul tin* chiffon
will Ix* quite
nnd frwii ngnln.

Kr^p ^il* Frftb,
that th»»
tint* they buy grow dry and ta*tele»*
ami are rrrj un*atl*factory a* uaed In
cake filling or to eat In tbelr natural
It la «aid that If nnta *r»
atate.
brought In fre*h In the fall and park*!
In ca*k* between layer* of line aand
they will keep fr«h throughout tha
whol* year.
Hn«« to

Many housekeeper* <-otnplaln

H«*v*

To

t.»

lfc»,

Mall*.

white apota from the nalta
make a pa ate of equal parta of torpen
tine and myrrh. Hpread on the nalta at
rem ore

night, binding on a cloth to prewat Ita
•oiling the clothe*.
Ham ore In tbo
morning by applying oUra oil.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

"THE GOOD OLD

In Effect June 26, 1905.
HAFWWILL DIVISION.
Portland, Going East.
Portland. 7.oo. l«.uu a. m.. I.M.
Sum! iy.
5.10 p. m.
10.15 a. m..
>.|».
t2.0». a2.30. 5.45 p. m.
Uavf l>»ix Inl.ind. 7.25.
10.25 a. m..
1m. 5.35 p. in. Sunday. 9.40. 10.4V a. in..
2.25 p. m.
l.*ave l>»njc Inlind tKant
Knd). 7.35.
10.35 a. in.. !.•«, 5.45 p. in.
Sunday. t».5o
From*

SUMMER TIMET

iv.&n a. m.. 2.35 p. m.
Uttlr
Lravf
Ohfb«iRUO,
7.40. 10.40
u
Sund ay, 9.55. 10.55
in.. 2.10. 5.50 p. ni.
a. m.. 2.40 p. m.
10.55 a. m..
Leave Cliff Island.
7.65.
2.25. (.05 p. ni. Sunday. 10.10. 11.10 a. in.
Uuvv Jfnk»'. Or«-Ht
CIm'Immrw. 8.05.
II.05 a. in.. 2.35 <.15 p. ni.
Sunday. 10.20.
11.20 a. in.. 2.55 p. in.
l^-avc
l.lttlrtW'ldx. Great
V15. 11.15 a. m.. 2.15. 6.25 p. 111. Sunday.
IO.30. 1I.30 n. m.
ll.lrt
LrAVf South
Harpnwell.
H.40.
a. ni.. 3.1o. «.5o p. ni. Sunday. 10.55. 11.55
in.. 3.25 p. 111.
Lrave
••11.55
laland.
*S.55.
Bailey
a. m.. **3.25. *7.o5 p. in.
Sunday, arrive.
•11.10 a. 111.. ••12.10. **3.40 p. in.
Arrive «Irr* Inland. ».15
tu
in.. 12.15.
3.45. 7.2o p. in. Sunday. K.no p. m.
To Portland. Going W««t.
l<eav«* iirrs Inland. 5.40. !«.25 a. m.. 1.20.
з.45 p. ni.
Sunday. 5.45 .1. 111.
l^-ave ltaih-v Inland. Mt.Oi». HS.55 a. m
••1.40. 113.25 p. nt. Sunday, *6.05. *11.10
и. m.. ••12.10. "3.40 p. in.
Leave South llarp»wcll, 6.15. J».50 a. m..
Simd iy.
11.25.
I.55. 4.10
6.25.
p. in.
HI 1.55 a. m.. 3.55 p. ni.
Leave lJttl^fleld**. tjt. Clubfanu*. 15.40.
I0.15 a. 111.. 2.2". 4.35 p. 111.. Sunday*. C.5o.
II.5o a. in.. 4.20 p. in.
Leave J«-nk'^. <St. Chelniijju**. S.W. 10.25
a. 111.. 2.3o. 1.15 p. 111.
Sunday. 7.oo a. 111..
12.oo in.. 4.30 p. m.
I^eave <*nrr Inland. 7.<*o. lo.35 a. m.. 2.40.
4.55 p. in.
Sunday. 7.lo a. m.. 12.10. |.3o

Add to your
forts with, our
and

COOL

n>.

MATTINGS.

Bailey

Johnston,

190-192 Middle St,

&

Dow

Whirf, Portland, Ms.

I'vnimrnrliiK May -*-•**>.
WEEK DAYS.

10OS.

FIRE INSURANCE
Exchange

35

St.,

а. m., 2.15, 4.45, 6.20 p. m.

Return—7.05, 8.55, 11.10,

5.20, 6.50 p.

a.

m.

m.,

2.55,

For Little and Great Diamond Islands, Trefethen's and Evergreen Land*

Ings. (Peak's Island) 5.15, *6.45, 8.00,
10.30 a. m.. 12.15,
2.00,
4.15, 6.20,
*•7.45 p. m.
Return—I^eave
Little
Diamond
Island 6.25, 7.25, 9.25, 11.55 a. m.,
12.45. 3.25, 5.25, 7.25, 8.00 p. m.
Return—Leave
Great
Diamond
Isla nd. 6.20, 7.20, 9.20, 11.50 a. m.,
12.50, 3.20, 5.20, 7.20, 8.05 p. m.
Return—Leave Trefethen's Landing
б.15, 7.15, 9.15, 11.45 a. m., 12.55, 3.15,
5.15, 7.15, 810 p. m.
Return—I^eave Evergreen Landing
6.10, 7.10, 9.10, 11.40 a. m., 1.00, 3.10,
5.10, 7.10 p. m.
For Ponce's Landing (Ixrog Island)
5.15, 8.00, 10.30 a. m., 2.00, 4.15,

6.20 p. m.

Return—6.00, 9.00, 11.30
6.00, 7.00 p. m.

a.

m.,

3.00,

SUNDAYS.

Forest City Landing (Peak's
Island) 8.00, 9.00. 10.30 a. ro., 12.15,
2.15, 3.30, 5.00, 6.20 p. m.
For Cushlng's Island 9.00, 10.30 a.
nr. 215, 5.00 p. m.
For
IJttle
and
Great
Diamond
Islands, Trefethen's and Evergreen
landings, (Peak's Island) 8.00, 10.30
a. m., 12.15, 2.15, 4.15, 6.20
p. m.
For Ponce's landing. 8.00, 10.30 a.
rn
6.20
m.
2.15, 4.15.
p.
•Great Diamond Island only stop qn
down trip.
••This trip does not stop at EverFor

green

Landing.

Portland,

A very large
tarantula was killed
Thursday in a bunch of bananas in \V.

fie.

A. Trufant's store.

/HrtHtWfS. Cfttagrt, Hctth. am J SratiJf rrtftrty
/MimrtJ in lie UmJtmg timpani* t.

JEWELERS

51
Charts, C*»'/.nt
of t'*rt

all

C. T7. T. CODING, Gen. Man.

?Mr. Carver is at his cottage "High
Cliff" with his family for the season.

Dr. Treadle of New York has taken
one of Albert Griffin's cottages.

Mr. Thomas Flarity with his family
at their cottage on the west side.
Mr. Strom of South Portland
and
Mr. Hammen of West brook are doand
ing some work on the keighton
Hillis cottages.
Mr. Webster
of Waltham.
Mass.,
was here Sunday and hired one of H.
B. Johnson's cottages for the month of

July.

Mr. A. F. Black of Maiden has been
here a few days. The family will be
here about July 1.

Mr. Cram of New York is occupying
of the Leighton and Hillis
cot-

one

tages for the season.

Misses Kva and Cora Griffin
risking in northern Vermont.

are

Mrs. Fiske of Auburndale has been
down to her cottage a few days.
B.

Johnson

is

hav-

force pump put in
ing a new
the
Hotel.
Mr. Wilbur G. McKean has moved
back
to hin cottage from
Portland,
where he has been through tho win-

ter.

We understand Messrs. Frank and
John Griffin
are going
to Bowery
Beach in the near future.
The outlook promises well for Cliff
Island this season.
Sundays bring a
good many visitors and many cottages are occupied and others taken.

David Coyle. Princeton. "1908". arrived a short time ago and Is putting

fine new boat into the water, which
he built
last year.
His
aunt. Mrs.
Kendall, and other friends will arrive
a

soon.

Bustins Island
Dr. rrcfWlck

Pritham of Frr«port,

U3ing

Sunday.
In getting

The

accompanied by friends, visited Bustin
Island on Sunday; he was particularly
impressed with the beauty of the floral
growth and magnificent trees. As Dr.
Pritham graduated
Wednesday June
a bou21. 1905. his friends went him
flowers of the Island,
quet of natural
with their congratulations and wishes
for a prosperous future and hope that
he will become the eminent physician
of the Pine Tree State.

Cliff Island

H.

Miss Mildred
Hoi brook went
to
Brunswick
Saturday returning home

I "i**rt

Saturdays only 9.30
p. m. for
landings except Cushlngs Island.

Mr.

Marblehead. Mass.

Exchange St., Portland, He.

S*trz*nir
mmj I'idmity.

his arrival. Saturday
accompanied by Mr. Hatch, of the

Mr. Ray upon

was

firm of Simon. Hatch & Whiten
of
Boston.
Mr. Hatch was so impressed
with the camp and surroundings
of
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Ray that he
remained ashore while Mr. and Mrs. Ray
with other guests visited Yarmouth in
their launch, promising to return
in
two hours.
I'pon the arrival at Yarmouth Mr.
Ray took Mr. Taber. mechanical engineer aboard and made a
survey of the islands, arriving at the
flve hours late and being
camp only
greeted l»y Mr. Hatch, who was in
a
most placid humor.so pleased and conhe contemplates engag
tented. that
ing a cottage for the summer.

Ex-Mayor Boothby and wife of Portland visited the island recently stopping with the Dr. Twltohell's.
Mr. George Keyes Joined his wife at
the Norumbega Saturday and returned
home to
TuesAuburndale, Mass.,
day.
Bustln Island
school closed Friday
after a successful term taught by Miss
I^iura

Ring

of

Freeport.

Geo. Crosby and friend spent
Sunat
the Carberry cottage.
Mr.
Carberry will be here about June 30.
Mr. Swett and family of Brunswick
have moved here on their farm
for
the summer.
Mrs. Coombs Is staying
with them.

day

A party of fourteen were
at
the
Button camp over Sunday. They were
all from Boston.
John A.

and Wm. S. Powers of Maplewood. Mass.,
are at their cottage
for a few days, renovating and
getting
It ready for the tenants who will occupy It In July.
Fred P. Wilson has bought the'grove
lot and will build there next
spring.
The store, postofflce and restaurant
will open next Monday. June 26. with
Mr. W. c. Russell of Merrlmac. Mass
in charge.

out of a dory Saturday
Mrs. Thomas
Skolfleld sli|)|>ed on
a
rock and cut both hands
very sharp

E/.ra Xickerson of Orrs Island
the
guests here
recently of
Humphrey Skolfleld.

PAINT SPECIALTIES
Means For You

Better Goods and Lower Prices

by

Of Portland and
vicinity is our Longfellow Plate. It's a beautiful blue ware, with distinct
portraits of the poet and his father,
and Views of the Longfellow

Birthplace, Early Home, Monument,
Portland Head and Deering's Woods. We Control It For The U.
S.

LONGFELLOW PLATES, 50c.
Sent

T. F. FOSS

Illness.

I)r. Bibber of Bath with friends called at the Cliff House. Sunday.
Mrs. J.

passed
lage.

our

H. H. HAY'S SONS,

Guarantee.

Mrs. H. I^eroy Catlin will visit
Brunswick a part of this week.

.ivw

time

"off

In

we

Inland and on up
the New Meadows. pant
Inland,
olT which we met and were aalated
by
the Portland
Yacht Clnb fleet, who
were ahont
commencing their racea.
which we watched aomo time with Intereat. There
were

pretty

bib wun

Open June .'J

THE

HAMILTON.

Chebeague Island,

MAINE

The newest hotel at Chebeague Island. Completed In every detail of modappointment and appliance. Baths and toilets on every floor. I<Arge
rooms with polished wood floors, and rugs.
Everything absolutely new. All
chamber furniture of the best, weathered oak finish.
iron beds.
National
springs, hair and felt mattresses. Acetylene gas lighting from an isolated
A two hundred foot veranda facing the bay scenery.
gas plant.
Only 50o
feet from the best sand beach in this vicinity,
all
on
our
own private
grounds.
Plenty of amusement. Excellent Table. Rates on application. H.
I- Hamilton. Proprietor. Chebeague, Me.
ern

Rockmere

House Stetson's Ice Cream Parlers,
Bailey Island.

Dr. William Prescott spent Sunday
with his family, returning to Boston
by the afternoon train from Portland.

A party from lloston spent the 17th
at the Rockmere House.

Mrs. Ellms with a friend arrived at
the I»k Cabin Monday. June 19.
At the Glorer Cottage are Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Glorer, Mrs. B. Plckard.
and Mr. Eugene Thresher, anil family,
all of Brockton. Mass.
Mr. Thresher
and Mrs. Pickard arc half brother and
sister of Governor Douglass, while
Mrs. Everett Glover is a niece of the
Governor.
Mr. and Mrs. If. M. Ringrose
and
daughter of Freeport have been visitat
Mr.
C.
ing
S. Sawyer'*.

The Misses Barnes and
Tobey are
well entahltshed in their summer cottage and will probably make quite a
season

Mrs.

here.

Ames with her friend. Mrs.
again at the "Crows' Nest"
where they summcr<*d last year,

Boyle,

are

Carleton

is

Hicks and

occupied

family

by

of

Cousin's Island
Rer. F. 8. Moore'a family of New
York. ronnlBtlnx of Mrs. Moore. Master* Klrkhjr. l^eonard. and
Stephen are
at the Ridge Hotme for the aeaaon.

al*o

Mr*.

Arlene

Mclntyre

and

We mt>e

otir lc« Cream from j.ure dairy
crtaui ind rru«hr<l flutl. Ittlitri'd In brick*
by •manor filk>n*lo an; part <>i ibr i<lanil.
Krerli Candy nudron
(iav. We
«•*»ry thr l>e»t line of OwftKlNHwty, ffUl,
Nuts aoaSMlaii to l»e found.
SlMaztne-. Etc.
Head.|uarUi« l;»r (a«co Hay
Hreexe.

|)rri'uiM>ttrr>

GRANITE SPRING HOTEL.
AND CASINO

Littlejohn's Island,

Largest

G. H. Hamilton,
Prop.
hundred
Beautifully situated one
feet above sea level, only eight miles
from
Portland.
Littlejohn's Island
abounds with grand old spruce
and
fir trees, which give their ozone
to
mix with sea air. forming a rare
and
most enjoyable combination.
This island is connected by bridge with Cousin's Island and has Post Office. Chapel, all within
easy walking distance
and by pleasant roads. The Rockmere
Is a fine modern
house with
accommodations for fifty guests.
Excellent

I

Hon

Rarle of Waldohoro, Me,
Mra. Ij. O. Van Doren with
her
two children
and maid
of
New
York, accompanied by Minn Newfollle of Charleston. 8. C., arrived at
their cottage Hackmatack Ix>dge, June
14.

Mlaa Rdlth J. Drlnkwater and
friend.
Mr. W. 8. Rent, of Ronton. made a flying Tlalt to her hone recently.

Hotel on the Bay.
Gas and
every accommodation. Mineral Spring
Water. Rates on application. Open
June 15 to Sept. 15.

DR. W. L. HAGVAHE
Surgeon-Dentist

235 1-2 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
HENRY W. BOWEN.

ChelR'ague Postoffice Fine assortment
of Chebeasue Souvenirs new this season.
Periodicals. Dry
Stationery,
Coods. Confectionery and Small Wares.

I Public

Mr. (»eo. II. (ilover of Melrose Highlands. Mass.. and Mr. Wm. Glover of
Llvermore Falls have been visiting
their brother, J. S. Glover.

In Effect June

p.

Mr. White has finished tlM Nptlrllf
of his cottage during their stay.
A public carriage will run between
Brunswick and
Harpswell
making
three trips a week this summer. Seats
may be engaged at A. Palmer's stores.

3.301

•7.15,

t7.10,

m.

al2.00

of rest.

Mr. Charles Conner's son. Dr. E. E.
Conner of Orange. Mass., Is visiting
him for the rest of June.
Mr. (Jeorge F. West was here In his
steam yacht Saturday morning, afterward
the
accompanying
Portland
Yacht Club to New Meadows River on
their cruise.

p.

Mm. U Young of Jamalra Plain.
Maa*., la vlaltlng her alater. Mra. Sum-

iting relatives
In Topsham and Auburn the paat week, but returned
to
South Harpawell, Friday, and I* now
with th»- nword
fl*h fle^t which la out
thla week.

p.

Camp Ground. *V2ft. ••.<>5. 10.on a. m..
m. *1.15. *4 20. 5.23.
'I SO. «.lft.
•«.50. M.03. *11.25 p. m.
Sunday.
t» 35. (10.15 a. m.. |2 00. t3.4«.
t4.15. 15.10.
ti.15. t7.15 p. m.
Raco and Rlddeford. 7.00. •*.•«. *.5«.
••.05. Ift.ftO a. ro.. al2.00 m.. 12.SO. •1.15.
3 3<». *4.2ft. 5.25. *5.50.
x«.nr,. <S.10. *«.J*.
xS.OO, **.ft&. *11 25 p. m.
Sunday. t*.25.
♦• 35. »1«.15 n. m
12 M. 12 no. *a.4ft. »4.15.
4.JO. 5.00. t5 10. 5.40. t«15, *7.15. x«.00

ex-

Mr. A. W. Chllda of Kantian City
ha* a new motor boat thin *ea*on.
fifty
feet, in length. nam«*d the I'aona and
built by the Klectrlc I«aunch Co.. of
New York.
He will bring the boat to
hla aumm<*r homo In Went
Harpawell
early In July. The boat In enrolled In
the Portland Yarht Club of which Mr.
Chllda is a member.
Mr. John Chamberlain ha* been Wa-

Itrach and
I'lno I*olnt. 7.00.
•».2rt. *».ft5. 10.00 a. m.. u 12.00 nv.
3.20. *4.2ft. 5.23. *5.5«. i.l«. *«.5n.
*S.05. *11.23 p. m.
Sunday. t7.1«>.
tt».25. 110.15 a. m.. 12.55. J2.00. t3.40.
t5.10. K.15. t7.15 p. m.
Orchard. ".<*>. a7.10.
*8.20.
S.50.
10.00 a. m.. ,i 12 m
12.30. #1.15. 1.3*.
*4 20.
5.25. *5.50, «.05. «.10. •« 30.
S.Oft. •X.ftS, *11.25 p. m.
Sunday.
t».2S. 19 35. } I ft. 15 a. m
12.55.
14 15.
4 50.
5.00. tS.IO. 5.40. t«.15.
..

t».4«.
t7.15.

pected to arrive at South Harpswell
Saturday from St. l»uis. I»r. McCandless Is understood to be In poor health
and In coming to Harpswell for a long

tfonae.
Mra. Martha C. Donglaa* la entertaining two v I* I tor* from Philadelphia.
Mra. G. W. Page and daughter. Mian
Florence Page of Newark, arrived
Thursday at their colony cottage and
will remain for the moat of the aeaaon.

tn.

Sciirhoro

a7.10.
•1.15,
•7.15.
t* 25.
14 15.
Old
••.05,

(Continued from page 2.)

ner Bibber, for three weeka and Mr.
and Mra. Irving Whitney are here for
the atimmer. atopplng at the
St rout

5,1!>0£.

Trains leave Portland. Union station,
for Scarboro Crw»ln*.
7.10. ".t.fti, 1ft. oo
a. m., al2 m..
*1.15. *4.2«». 5.25. 'J.W.
'(.In p. m.
Sunday. t7.10.
J10.15
a. m.. 12.00. t3.40. t4.15. t5.10. ifi.15. t7.13

SOUTH HARPSWELL.

season

Library.

Boston & Maine R.R.

Mrs. A. J. Drlnkwater of Oilman
street, Yarmouth, is visiting relatives
on the Island.

I)r. and Mrs. McCandless were

LON,fLANI>.

PONCE, Prop.

E.

Me.

to SI2 per week
Open June 15 to Oct. I.

poltoek.

er'a skipper, Capt. Thomaa ftkolfleld.
Anchor wan weighed at the hotir
prerlaely mentioned and the nchoone«r
came
In
alongside Wataon Bro*\
wharf, where the company, of all ages
and laden with "big bos.
little bo*,

■

RATES, 87

Mrs*. E. P. Soule. Miss I-ydia and Mr.
Lincoln Soule arc at their beautiful
summer home for the season.

k>ng

Portland. Me.

COR. CONCRE88 AND^RFBLF STREETS.

table.
Spring Water.
Daily Mails.
Boating. Bathing and Fishing.

Littlejohn's I.

hoi n ted at 10 a. m
It wan
a
right,
merry gathering that had responded to
the general Invitation of the
achoon-

many

in

H. Hamilton of the
Rockmen House with several others
went d»*ep s»-a Ashing Friday
returning
about "» p. m.. with a good catch
of

Hounding Uttl*

treet.

O. Brigham of Orrs Island,
part of Saturday in this vil-

SomervHle.
Proprietor G.

wc no.

bnndle and banket" loat no
getting on board and then
went on pleasure bent,"

a

SONS,

Complete Housefurnishers,

Mrs.

The many friends h»-re of Mrs. Chas.
Rich of East Harpswell. are glad to see
her out again after her recent severe

Ljrndhurst Cottage

A way we go. away we
ro;
All aboard and away we «o
Orer the water* blue."

By Mall For 75c.

were

Mr. and. Mrs. Davis, who have been
passing the winter in Florida are here
to remain until fall and will occupy the
house of George Brlgham.

And when, laat Saturday, the nail*
of the achooner Anglo II. Wataon were

All backed

SOUVENIR

quite badly.
Mr. Sidelinger.
a former
teacher
here, called on frien«ls Saturday.
returning to Orr's at night, where he is
at present teaching.
Mrs. !>enjamin McVane and
Mrs.

Mr.

Candy's Harbor
"All aboard and away

*1

W. E. Gordon of Brunswick
was
down here Tuesday on business.
\V. H.
from
Ridley has returned
a few days in
Portsmouth. N. H.. and

Co.,

William Senter &

are

For Forest City Landing (Peak's
Island) 5.45, 6.45. 8.15, 10.30 a. m..
12.15, 2.15, 4.45, 6.20, 7.45 p. m.
Return—6.20, 7.20, 8.45, 9.35, 11.00 a.
m., 1.15. 2.45, 3.35, 5.10, 6.40, 8.20 p. m.
For Clashing'* Island 6.45, 8.15, 10.30

POKTLAND.

Pinkham

—

Costom House

Co.,

NEAR POST-OFFICE.

Sailll'K trip.
* east via Orm Island.
B-^tmiiMT
•—Old wharf.
*'— M;ii'krr<l
Cove wharf.
♦—For all landings ••xo«-pt t"*lifT Island,
l.iltl. ti. Ids arid Orrs.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT GO.

extended that the sometimes
restraint
of such meetings was missing. Even the cook was not to be outdone and opened his larder for inspection and 'twas a goodly provision
we
saw he h*d made for the men on their
prospective trip to George's. As soon
ss the
"Angle B." had her Ice loaded
we sailed away
that the Lubee could
haul in to load her Ice. Capt. Skolfleld
Intended a short run outside, but the
forbidding looking elements made discretion the
better part of valor
in
making home anchorage. Here a tent
was arranged on deck to keep off "the
falling tears of a weeping sky" and under this pavilion was served delicious
ice cream and cake, while in the forecastle was hot
tea and coffee for all
who wished.
This given pleasure by
Captain Skolfleld will make him more
popular than ever, while we feel sure
the Orrs Island people are grateful to
their Captain an 1 we think all will join
the writer
in cheers
and a hearty
"thank you" to both
Capt. Skolfleld
and Capt. Lubee and that their
first
sword fishing trip may be a very, ver>
successful one.

FURNITURE

Ia-avt- l.lttlo
,.15. 10.50
t'hflHMgiu-.
Suntkiv. 7.25 a. 111..
111.. 2.55. 5.1o p. in.
12.25. 4.45 p. 111.
l»a\«* I^iiik
Kant
Inland.
Knd. T.Jit.
1<».55 a. m.. 3.o«». :,.ii p. ni.
Sunday. 7.30
111.
a. 111.. 12.30. l.oo. 4.5o p.
I^tave 1.0111; Inland. 7.3o. 11.05 a. in..
3.1». 5.25 p. in
Sunday. 7.40 a- ni.. 12.40.
l.lo. 5.«hi p. m.
Arrive l'ortlatul. S.oo. 11.35 a. m.. 3.4-1.
5.55 |> in.
Sunday, VlO a. 111.. 1.10. l.lo.
5.15. 5.3o i>. ni.

a

this unexpected meeting proved as all
unexpected pleasures do. the greater
than when planned
and anticipated.
Your correspondent
was shown over
the schooner from Orr"s by Mrs.
Lubee and though meeting many entire
strangers, yet such a free, hearty wel-

com-

THE FINEST

come was

a.

SOUTH FREEPORT DIVISION.
From Portland. Going East.
1/uvc I Portland. ».15 u. m.. l.;« p. m.:
Sunday. lo.'*> a. m.. 5.on i>. m.
t.'i
l.i>DK
a.
hi.. 5.0't
p. in.; Sunday. 1».3K
in.. 5..1" p. in.
U.nv Sunset I^ctndlnK. I0.A5 a. in.. 5.3<»
|>. in.: Sunday. 1».45 :«. in., 5.45 p. m.
I^.ivr Cousin* Island. 1«V 3" a. in.. 5.35
p. m : Sunday. ll.no a. n».. ♦;.«•«» p. m.
I/avf l.lttli'Juhiii< Island. Ift.Jn a. in..
5.45 |>. in.: Sunday, 11.1« a. m.. s.lrt p. m.
l/uvr Hamilton'* Landlnje. 10.4« a. in..
5.55 p. in.; Sunday. 11.30 a. in.. <.;•» p. in.
Iaav«- ItuAln's Island. 11.<»5. 11.35 a. in..
(,2», »'..5«> p. in.; Sunday. 11.45 a. in.. 12.15.
ti.4». T.1» p. ii>.
liKiw South Kr»-«port. 11.20 a. m.. fi.55
p. in.: Sunday, li.mi m.. »;.55 p. m.
Arrive Mrrr l*oint.
13.on
a. in.. 7.15
p. in.; Sunday. I3.4«. 7.35 p. in.
T- Portland. Going West.
Ia>av«*
INdnt. <.•«»
a.
in.. 13.45
p. in.; Sunday. 3.'»o p m.
laaw liustlns Island. 1.35. •'•55 a. in..
1.1#. 1.40 p. in.: Suiulay. 3.35. 3.55 p. in.
laavv South Kro-port. S.4o a. ill.. 1.35
p. in.; Sunday. 3.4n p. in.
l.<:ivo Hamilton's l.andiiiir. 7.15 a. m..
l.M p. in.; Sunday. 3.15 p. in.
l.»-avt> l.itll.john* Island.
7.35 a. in..
3.15 p. in.: Sunday. 3.35 p. in.
l.«av«- I'ouslns Island. 7.35 a. in.. 3.30
p. m.; Sunday. 3.35 p. ni.
Lrave Sunset landing. 7.45 a. in.. 3.3a
p. m.; Sunday. 3.5® p. m.
l*:tvc I>>iik
Island. *.t¥i a. m.. 3.45
p. in.: Sunday. 4.6ft p. ni.
Arrlv«- Portland. s.J«» a. m
3.15 p. ni.;
Sunday. 4.35 p. in.

we could, Dlngley's Island was made
and here was
taken on some twenty
odd tons of Ice from Goddard's
Icehouse. This was novel to a few of us.
who had
never seen such work done
before. While at the wharf the Geo. H.
Lubee. of Orr's Island came in with
a lively company on her deck. The two
schooners
lay side
by side for two
hours or more and exchanged hospitality and merriment, for the Orr's
Island
Captain—Captain Maurice Lubee married here and Mrs. Lubee is a
sister of the Capt. of the "Angle B." so

AGAIN.

Ch»h«i|uo.

P>

crafts and we are told the "Zeruah."
owned by W. Chamberlain, won the
cup as well as the colors this year.
This was a pleasing fact to us all
here-a-bouts as the Zerush's captain
his Juat wedded one of our
Cundy'a
Harbor young ladles.
After watching the races as iong as

I

m.

Kennehunk. 7.00. *.50. 1».(W a. m.. J2 2ft.
3.20. 5 23, «05. 6.10. S.ftO p. m.
Sunday.
12 55 4.20. S.oO. 5.40. X.Oft p. rn.
Kennetmnkport. 7.00 X 50 lo.oo a. m„
12 20. 2.20, « |ft. t oo p. m
'Run* June 1* to Sept 4. Inclusive.
IRuns Juw 25 to Sept. 17. Inclusive.
♦Run* Jtinr 25 to Sept. 3. inclusive,
x I>>es not
stop at Rlddeford.
a Comm^n'tn* June 1>.
Through Train with Pullman ll««plnq
Car laavta Portland dally
except Saturday at 1.2) p. m„ for
New
York via
Worcester and N. V., N. H. and H. R. R.
P. J. FI.ANPKRS
General Pass Ar Ticket Aft.

FOR

New

York

DIRECT

The Ideal way to reach the

Metropolle.

Maine Steamship Co

Steamer* sail from Franklin Wharf,
foot of Franklin
8t., Portland. Monday* at W A. M.; Tuesday, Thursday

and

Saturday

at 6.30 p. m..

affording

a

short ocean royage and a
charming
quirk trip without change.
Fare $«.no one way. $10 round trip.
H. A. CLAY, Agent,
Portland.

